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Comsol simulation of secondary electrons trapped in a positively
charged sample. Different colors describe the initial position of
the secondary electron at emission. The bright yellow circular
area in the center of the circular sample denotes the irradiated
surface. Picture extracted from: L. Olano, I. Montero. Energy
spectra of secondary electrons in dielectric materials by charging
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Abstract
The interaction of ionizing radiation with matter is of critical importance in many areas of
science and technology such as space and plasma technology. Secondary electron emission is
a direct consequence of electron irradiation on materials. To characterize materials in terms of
secondary electron emission, the secondary emission yield (SEY) and the energy spectra of the
secondary electrons are key physical properties. Secondary emission yields of materials are
usually too high to avoid Multipactor effect or other related phenomena in applications for
space. In addition, the measurement of electron energy spectra of secondary electrons in 
dielectric materials is a challenge due to charging issues. 
For the first time, in this doctoral thesis, a synergy between conductor and dielectric domains 
in composite materials have been experimentally reported and modeled. Composite materials 
with SEY < 0.2 up to high primary energies (~1 keV) have been prepared and characterized.
These composite materials have been modeled using a deterministic simulation to obtain an 
insight on the interaction process between domains that produces such extremely low
secondary emission yield.
To obtain the electron energy spectra of dielectric materials, a method that takes advantage of 
the charging of dielectric materials during electron irradiation has been developed. The method
was first tested on floating conductor samples, specifically for Cu, Ag and Au films. The results 
show a good fit between the new model proposed in this doctoral thesis and the electron spectra
obtained with a hemispherical electron energy analyzer. Once the validity of the method was
proved, it was used on dielectric materials. Kapton, Teflon and Ultem polymers were selected
due to their applications in the space industry. The energy spectra of secondary electrons of
these materials was measured and it showed a peak at 1.9 ± 0.1 eV for Kapton, 2.3 ± 0.1 eV
for Teflon and 4.3 ± 0.2 eV for Ultem.
The results shown in this thesis on the composite materials pave the way to design new
materials of low secondary emission yield. These materials are needed in certain vacuum
applications, such as RF communications, as a high secondary emission yield produces an
electron avalanche that limits the maximum working power of the RF devices. Also, the
research on the charging of dielectric materials under electron irradiation has provided a new
method to characterize the secondary electron energy spectra of dielectrics. The measurement





     
        
     
 
     
       
     
       
     
     
 
  
electron doses were needed. The presented new method allows to obtain the energy spectra
with doses of only 10 pC/mm2, which ensures a minimal distortion of the pristine state of the
dielectric material by avoiding radiation damage, deep charging, defects, aging and other
electron induced phenomena on the insulator.
Following the regulations of the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid (UAM), this doctoral thesis 
is presented as a compendium of publications. The manuscript is divided into four parts. A 
general introduction exposing the main concepts of Secondary Electron Emission can be found
in Chapter 1. This is followed by a global summary of the results and their discussion in 
Chapter 2. The main publications, Publications 1, 2 and 3 that have been produced as part of







        
         
       
     
     
      
      
   
         
  
          
      
         
    
         
  
           
        
        
           
   
           
  
              
       
   
       
         
       
               
R e s u m e n 
L a i nt er a c c i ó n d e l a r a di a c i ó n i o ni z a nt e c o n l a m at eri a es d e s u m a i m p ort a n ci a e n m u c h as ár e as 
d e l a ci e n ci a y t e c n ol o gí a, c o m o l a t e c n ol o gí a es p a ci al y d el pl as m a. L a e mi si ó n d e el e ctr o n es 
s e c u n d ari os es u n a c o ns e c u e n ci a dir e ct a d e l a irr a di a c i ó n d e el e ctr o n es s o br e l os m at eri al es. 
P ar a c ar a ct eri z ar l os m at eri al es e n t é r mi n os d e e misi ó n s e c u n d ari a d e el e ctr o n es s o n cl a v e l as 
pr o pi e d a d es físi c as d el r e n di mi e nt o d e e mi si ó n s e c u n d ari a ( S E Y s e gú n s us si gl as e n i n gl és) y 
el es p e ctr o  d e  e n er gí a d e l os  el e ctr o n es  s e c u n d ari os .  L os  r e n di mi e nt o s  d e  l as  e mi si o n es 
s e c u n d ari as d e l os m at eri al es s u el e n s er d e m asi a d o alt os p ar a e vit ar el  ef e ct o M ulti p a ct or u 
otr os  f e n ó m e n os r el a ci o n a d os  e n  l as  a pli c a ci o n es  es p a ci al es.  A d e m ás,  l a  m e di ci ó n d e l os 
es p e ctr os d e e n er gí a d e el e ctr o n es s e c u n d ari os e n m at eri al es di el é ctri c os es u n d es afí o d e bi d o 
a pr o bl e m as d e c ar g a. 
P or pri m er a v e z, e n est a t esis d o ct or al, s e h a i nf or m a d o y m o d el a d o e x p eri m e nt al m e nt e u n a 
si n er gi a e ntr e d o mi ni os c o n d u ct or es y di el é ctri c os e n m at eri al es c o m p u est os. S e h a n pr e p ar a d o 
y c ar a ct eri z a d o m at eri al e s c o m p u est os c o n S E Y < 0 .2 h ast a e n er gí as pri m ari as el e v a d as ( ~ 1 
k e V).  Est os  m at eri al es  c o m p u est os  s e h a n  m o d el a d o  m e di a nt e  u n a si m ul a c i ó n d et er mi nist a 
p ar a  o bt e n er m ás  i nf or m a c i ó n d el  pr o c es o  d e i nt er a c c i ó n e ntr e  d o mi ni os q u e pr o d u c e t a n 
e xtr e m a d a m e nt e b aj o r en di mi e nt o d e e mi s i ó n s e cu n d ari a. 
P ar a o bt e n er  l os es p e ctr os  d e e n er gí a d e el e ctr o n es  d e  m at eri al es  di el é ctri c os,  s e h a 
d es arr oll a d o u n m ét o d o q u e a pr o v e c h a l a c ar g a d e m at eri al es di el é ctri c os d ur a nt e l a irr a di a c i ó n
d e el e ctr o n es.  El  m ét o d o  s e pr o b ó pri m er o e n  m u estr as  d e c o n d u ct or es  fl ot a nt es, 
es p e cífi c a m e nt e p ar a p elí c ul as d e C u, A g y A u. L os r es ult a d os m u estr a n u n b u e n aj ust e e ntr e 
el n u e v o m o d el o pr o p u e st o e n est a t esis d o ct or al y l os es p e ctr os d e el e ctr o n es o bt e ni d os c o n 
u n a n ali z a d or d e e n er gí a d e el e ctr o n es h e mi sf éri c o. U n a v e z pr o b a d a l a v ali d e z d el m ét o d o, s e 
utili z ó e n m at eri al es di el é ctri c os. L os p olí m er os K a pt o n, T efl o n y Ult e m f u er o n s el e c ci o n a d os 
d e bi d o  a s us  a pli c a ci o n es  e n  l a i n d ustri a es p a ci al.  S e  mi di ó el  es p e ctr o d e  e n er gí a d e l o s 
el e ctr o n es s e c u n d ari os d e est os m at eri al es q u e m os tr ó u n pi c o d e 1. 9 ± 0 .1 e V p ar a K a pt o n, 2 .3 
± 0 .1 e V p ar a T efl o n y 4 .3 ± 0 .2 e V p ar a Ult e m. 
L os r es ult a d os m ostr a d os e n est a t esis s o br e l os m at eri al es c o m p u est os p a vi m e nt a n el c a mi n o 
p ar a  dis e ñ ar n u e v os  m at eri al es  d e b aj a S E Y .  E stos  m at eri al es  s o n n e c es ari os  e n ci ert as 
a pli c a ci o n es d e v a cí o, c o m o l as c o m u ni c a ci o n es R F, y a q u e u n alt o r e n di mi e nt o d e e mi si ó n 






    
         
           
   
         
   
 
       
    
         
    
     
       
 
  
l os di s p ositi v os d e R F. A d e m ás, l a in v esti g a c i ó n s obr e l a c ar g a d e m at eri al es di el é ctri c os b aj o 
irr a di a ci ó n d e el e ctr o n es h a pr o p or ci o n a d o u n n u e v o m ét o d o p ar a c ar a ct eri z ar l os es p e ctr os d e 
e n er gí a d e el e ctr o n es s e c u n d ari os d e l os di el é ctri c os. L as m e di ci o n es d e est os es p e ctr os h a n 
si d o tr a d i ci o n al m e nt e difí cil es d e bi d o a l a c ar g a d el m at eri al y a q u e s e n e c esit a b a n alt as d osis
d e el e ctr o n es. El n u e v o m ét o d o pr es e nt a d o p er mit e o bt e n er l os es p e ctr os d e e n er gí a c o n d osis 
d e s ol o  1 0  p C/ m m 2 ,  l o  q u e as e g ur a  u n a  distorsi ó n mí ni m a  d el  est a d o ori gi n al d el  m at eri al 
di el é ctri c o  al  e vit ar d a ñ os  p or  r a di a c i ó n, c ar g a  pr of u n d a,  d ef e ct os,  e n v ej e ci mi e nt o  y  otr os 
f en ó m e n os i n d u ci d os p or  el e ctr o n es e n el aisl a nt e.
Si g ui e n d o l a n or m ati v a d e l a U ni v ersi d a d A ut ó n o m a d e M a dri d ( U A M), e st a t esis d o ct or al s e 
pr es e nt a c o m o u n c o m p e n di o d e p u bli c a ci o n es. El m a n us crit o s e di vi d e e n c u atr o p art es. El 
C a pít ul o 1 es u n a i ntr o d u c c i ó n g e n er al q u e e x p o n e l os c o n c e pt os pri n ci p al es d e E mi si ó n d e 
El e ctr o n es S e c u n d ari os. A est o l e si g u e u n r es u m e n gl o b al d e l os r es ult a d os y s u dis c usi ó n e n 
el C a pít ul o 2 . L as pri n ci p al es p u bli c a ci o n es, P u bli c a ci o n es 1, 2 y 3 q u e s e h a n pr o d u ci d o c o m o 
p art e d e est a t esis  d o ct or al  s e e n c u e ntr a n e n el C a pít ul o  3 . Fi n al m e nt e, l as c o n cl usi o n es s e







    
    
    
      
          
           
   
  
 
       
  
 
         
    
      
         
      
     
1 General introduction
2.1 Early historical overview
Secondary Electron Emission, SEE, is the process by which electrons are ejected from the
surface of materials under incident irradiation. The study of this process has produced an
interest in the scientific community throughout the last century, with a surge in the last decades
to the present day. Such an interest can be seen in Figure 1.1, where the number of publications
per year is shown. Some of the most cited works in the field are [1-6] which range topics as
different as Scanning Electron Microscopy, Auger Electron Microscopy, dielectric charging,
theory of electron emission and semiempirical models.
Figure 1.1. Number of publications on secondary electron emission since the discovery of the 
phenomena. It can be seen that the number of publications has increased monotonically with time. 
SEE was first observed by Villard in 1899 [7] in Paris when he was studying cathode rays (high 
energy electrons). In his experiments he concluded that cathode rays were produced when 
Hydrogen cations hit a cathode. The first observation of secondary emission due to incident 
electrons was reported by Austin and Starke [8] at the Berlin University three years later. They
were studying the reflection of cathode rays in metals when an unexpected positive current in 





       
    
    
        
        
     
         
    
     
      
          
           
   
 
         
             
        
        
   
concluded that only secondary emission of negative particles produced by the electron
bombardment could explain their measurements. They supposed that the emission increased
with the incident angle and correctly inferred that the current decreased with the energy at the 
energy range they used (several keV) and increased with the intensity of the cathode rays. Also, 
they found that the emission depended on the polishing of the surface, correctly stating that the
better the polishing the greater the emission. They also concluded that the higher the density
of the metal, the higher the secondary emission. They also made two wrong assumptions. (i)
The energy of the emitted electrons was of the same order of the impinging cathode rays
(several keV). (ii) The secondary emission disappeared at normal incidence. However, they
discovered and correctly established some of the basic properties of secondary electron
emission. We can even go a bit further in time, as Austin and Starke cite a work by Swinton
[9] where he reported a platinum sheet positively charging to a few volts under electron
irradiation. However, he did not go further to explain why that was happening.
Figure 1.2. Registered current for different metals (Al, Cu, Pt) and different incident energies (in the
order of keV) as a function of the angle of incidence of the primary electrons (or cathode rays). It can
be seen the unexpected change of sign at high energies that can only be explained if the solid is emitting
electrons. Figure extracted from the paper published by Austin and Starke reporting an unexpected





       
          
        
   
    
 
        
       
     
    
     
      
      
      
       
       
        
       
    
      
      
     
    
           
        
      
   
   
  
         
       
It was the Noble prize winner Lenard [10] who corrected the two wrong statements of Austin 
and Starke. Lenard found that the energy of the outgoing secondary particles did not exceed 10
eV for copper and platinum. Also, he did not find any dependence of the energy of the
secondary radiation on the angle of incidence, stating that the speed of the secondary radiation 
was not significantly different even in the case of vertical primary incidence. Lenard found that 
Platinum had a maximum yield at ~1000 eV.
Füchtbauer [11] studied simultaneously canal (positive ion beams) and cathode rays. He found
low and similar energies (27 – 34 eV) for the secondary electrons produced by each phenomena
and pointed out to a common cause. He also confirmed that the energy of the secondary
electrons was independent of the energy of the incident electrons and their angle of incidence.
Füchtbauer in [12] and Laub in [13] independently and concurrently proposed that secondary
electrons were extracted from a thin layer close to the surface of the bombarded material 
(interestingly, both works [12, 13] were published consecutively in the same issue). Concretely, 
Laub confirmed the results of Lenard and tried for the first time to describe theoretically the
secondary electron emission process. In his experiment, Laub used a platinum plated
thermometer to measure the energy deposited in the platinum by the incident electrons. The
current from the platinum to ground was measured by a galvanometer. Using these two
variables he could independently confirmed that: (i) secondary electron emission increased 
with the incident angle, (ii) there was emission even at normal incidence, (iii) the emission
decreased with the energy of the incident electrons (incident energy of several keV), (iv) the
energy of the secondary electrons was very low and did not depend much on the incident
energy. (v) He also covered the platinum with several other metals (gold, silver, copper, nickel, 
aluminum and bismuth) and found no dependence of the energy of the secondary electrons on 
the material. (vi) The greater the density of the metal, the bigger the secondary emission (true
for the energies of several keV). With these conclusions he attempted for the first time to lay a
theoretical description of the secondary electron emission. He supposed that the incident
electrons had straight trajectories in the solid and that the same number of electrons were
excited at different incident angle, but at slanted angles and low incident energies this excitation 
was produced closer to the surface. This explained the increased emission at high angles and
lower energies (always in the range of keV).
All these studies were carried on metals at the best available pressures at the moment ~ 10-4 –





       
 
  
        
     
      
      
    
    
      
       
    
     
         
        
         
    
      
   
 
     
       
   
  
       
   
       
 
       
          
      
 
It was not until later, around the 1940s that studies on dielectric materials started, see [16] for
example.
In 1918, Albert Hull was the first to propose a device that used the SEE [17]. It was a vacuum 
tube electronic oscillator called dynatron that characteristically had negative resistance due to
the SEE. The dynatron was used to a limited extent from the 1920s to the 1940s in radio 
receivers. In 1919 Joseph Slepian proposed the first electron multiplier [18, 19] which was later 
applied in photomultiplier tubes, PMTs, probably the most extensively used application of
SEE, even nowadays. PMTs were developed by Zworykin at the Radio Corporation of America
in 1936 and commercialized soon afterwards [20]. However, some people date the invention 
of the photomultiplier in 1930 and attribute it to L. A. Kubetsky, still at that time a student of 
Physics in the old Leningrad [21]. Finally, what is probably the most scientifically relevant 
application came with the first commercial Scanning Electron Microscope, SEM, in 1965 by
the Cambridge Instrument Company [22]. The foundations for this accomplishment were laid 
30 years before by Knoll Max and more extensively by Manfred von Ardenne who patented in 
1937 a proposal of a SEM [23]. Soon afterwards, his research in SEM had to be interrupted
because of World War II when his work was necessarily diverted to nuclear physics.
Regrettably, the electron microscope that von Ardenne built was destroyed in an air raid on 
Berlin in 1944 and he never resumed his work on the topic. It is remarkable that only sixty
years after the discovery of the secondary electron emission, the development of the first 
commercial SEM was completed.
Soon afterwards SEE phenomena was found important in a new scientific and engineering
field, the Space Race. In 1955, both United States and the Soviet Union announced that they
would be launching artificial satellites by 1957-1958. This was first accomplished with the 
launch of the Sputnik 1, the “fellow traveler” on Friday, October 4, 1957 at 10:28:34 pm 
Moscow time by the URSS. The first measurements taken in orbit were performed by the
Sputnik 2 a month later, which also carried the renowned dog called Laika. It measured solar
radiation and cosmic rays. Three months later, USA successfully put the satellite Explorer 1 in
orbit. It carried instrumentation that confirmed the existence of the Van Allen radiation belt. 
This is a belt of electrons and protons trapped around the Earth by its magnetic field [24]. With
the data offered by these three first satellites the existence of photon, ion and electron radiation
in orbit was confirmed. The study of SEE was going to be vital in the understanding of the





   
      
    
 
  
    
  
     
 
     
  
       
   
 
   
   
    
      
     
   
  
   
       
     
2.2 SEE and Transport of electrons in the solid
This section presents, the physical processes involved in the interaction between the incident 
or primary electrons (PE) and the solid and how secondary electrons (SE) are emitted. 
2.2.1 Secondary electron emission process
The emission process of secondary electrons can be described in three consecutive steps:
 Transport of primary electrons in the solid.
 Generation of secondary electrons due to the interaction of the primary electron with
the solid.
 Transport and escape over the surface potential barrier of the produced and
backscattered secondary electrons.
The elastic and inelastic scattering of incident and secondary electrons are one of the most
important phenomena that contribute to secondary electron emission.
2.2.2 Elastic and inelastic scattering of electrons
Both incident and excited electrons interact with the solid by two distinct and independent
processes, elastic and inelastic scattering. The average distance traveled between two
successive elastic events is called elastic mean free path, EMFP. Likewise, the average distance
traveled between two successive inelastic events, regardless of the energy loss, is called 
inelastic mean free path, IMFP. The combination of both gives the mean free path, MFP.
1 1 1 
= + (1. 1)
𝑀𝐹𝑃 𝐸𝑀𝐹𝑃 𝐼𝑀𝐹𝑃 
These processes are dependent on the energy of the traveling electrons. At high energies, both
components of the MFP increase with the electron energy. However, there is a minimum at






        
      
         
   
 
       
     
      
        
        
    
      
     
     
         
  
Figure 1.3. Energy dependence of the MFP (dashed line), EMFP (solid line) and IMFP (solid line) of
electrons up to 200 eV in aluminum. It can be seen that the elastic mean free path is smaller than the
inelastic mean free path. A minimum is observed at energies < 100 eV for the three different mean free
paths. Modified figure extracted from [27].
The elastic scattering is due to the interaction of the traveling electrons with the screened
Coulomb field of the nucleus of the atoms in the solid. This interaction can be properly
described by the Mott cross-section. In contrast, the inelastic scattering is due to the interaction 
of the traveling electrons with defects in the solid, weakly bound electrons in the valence or
conduction band of the solid and core electrons (the last interaction is only available to
energetic electrons). The energy loss process produces excitation of the atoms that result in X-
ray and Auger emission, production of plasmons and phonons and ultimately ejection of
secondary electrons. Linear response theory and dielectric function models are used to describe
the inelastic scattering. It is the case that momentum transfer or change in direction of the
traveling electrons is controlled mainly by the elastic scattering and the energy loss (and






    
         
         
      
  
       
           
        
 
 
         
   
          
 
2.2.3 Primary electron penetration depth
The penetration depth, R, is the maximum distance that an incident electron can penetrate in
the solid before losing all its kinetic energy and stopping. This distance will mainly depend on
the IMFP of the solid and the initial energy of the electron. The energy loss, and therefore R,
can be computed in several ways, such as assuming a power law [31], a continuous slowing
down approximation, CSDA, [32, 33] or by Monte Carlo methods, MC [28]. It is important to 
note that R is the total straight distance that an incident electron penetrates inside the solid.
However, due to elastic scattering most electrons will be implanted at a depth closer to the
surface than R. Figure 1.4 shows a simulation on the CASINO software on aluminum
performed in this doctoral thesis. 
Figure 1.4. Simulation of the trajectories of the primary electrons on an aluminum sample (top) and the
implantation depth (bottom). The simulation was performed in the CASINO software. The color of the
PE trajectories shows their energy, starting at 300 eV (yellow) and finishing at 0 eV (blue). Trajectories





     
   
    
    
      
       
  
 
    
      
        
          
       
    
    
    
    
       
      
       
      
      
      
       
    
       
     
        
     
     
        
           
Based on the results of [28] and [33], the penetration depth in the energy range used in this
thesis 0 - 1000 eV is expected to be between 0.1 nm and 100 nm. The minimum penetration 
being at ~100 eV and the maximum penetration at 1000 eV. In addition, at low energies (< 100
eV), R increases to be similar to the penetration depth of electrons of energies ~1 keV.
However, it should be noticed that the estimation of R at low electron energies is yet unreliable
as there exist poor agreement between experimental results, MC calculations and proposed
theoretical models for IMFP at these energies [30, 34-36].
2.2.4 Production and emission of secondary electrons
Internal secondary electrons (ISE) are produced in the irradiated volume of the solid due to the 
surface and volume plasmons decay [37-39]. Any initial direction of motion is equally likely
for these excited electrons. In terms of energy, in a conductor, ISEs can have any energy higher
than zero measured from the Fermi level, EF. On the contrary, ISEs in insulators need to gain
at least the band gap energy, Egap, (measured from the top of the valence band) to be promoted
to the conduction band and be able to travel in the solid, see Figure 1.5. This produces ISEs in 
dielectric and conductor materials to have very different behaviors. ISEs in conductor materials 
interact strongly with other electrons in the solid. This interaction is mainly with other electrons 
in the conduction band which is very populated, i.e. there is a strong electron-electron 
interaction. However, in dielectric materials this interaction is extremely reduced due to the
band gap. There is only a limited number of electrons that have been excited to the valence
band which diminishes the electron-electron interaction. The only mechanism available for
energy loss in dielectric materials are electron-phonon or electron-impurity interactions, which
were also present in conductor materials. This fact strongly increases the IMFP in dielectric
materials respect to conductor materials as the available mechanisms tend to be less likely than
electron-electron interaction between electrons in the conduction band. Nevertheless, the
available interactions in both conductor and insulators make the ISEs progressively lose
energy, accumulate at the lower possible energy levels and be absorbed again in the material.
Once ISEs reach the surface of the solid, they have to overcome the potential barrier called
work function, , (conductors) or electron affinity, EA, (insulators) to be emitted, see Figure
1.5. Therefore, any internal secondary electron with less energy than the potential barrier will
not be emitted. As most ISEs have been accumulated at low energies due to energy loss, only





        
     
    
        
  
   
          
   
  
      
       
 
 
     
        
    
        
   
 
  
          
         
    
      
 
in an off-normal angle will suffer refraction. Finally, note that only a fraction of ISEs will reach
the surface as their motion can also take them deeper in the material [28-31, 39, 40]. The
minimum energy that an emitted electron can have is zero measured from the vacuum energy
level (Evac), Figure 1.5. In this thesis, Evac is the energy reference used for both primary and
secondary electrons.
Figure 1.5. Band diagram for an insulator (left) and conductor (right) with their respective parameters.
In the insulator, the valence band and the conduction band are displayed. These are separated by the
energy gap, EGap. This is the energy that an electron in the solid needs to gain from the interaction with
an incident electron to be excited, i.e. to be an internal secondary electron, ISE. In the case of conductor
materials, any energy transference from an incident electron to an electron in the solid can produce an 
ISE.
In comparison, insulators will emit more SEs than conductors because the later have smallest 
IMFP than the former and therefore ISEs will lose energy quicker. In addition, there are
insulators with very low, even negative, electron affinities. A negative electron affinity implies
that most of all ISEs that reach the surface are emitted as SEs, producing very high SEYs, for
example in cesiated diamonds where it gets to 130 [41-43].
2.2.5 Secondary electron escape depth
As stated before, even though secondary electrons are produced in all the irradiated volume of
the solid, only those produced at a distance from where they can reach the surface will be
emitted. The maximum depth normal to the surface from which secondary electrons can be
extracted is called maximum escape depth, r. Obviously, the maximum escape depth matches





    
    
       
       
    
        
      
     
       
      
   
     
    
         
     
      
 
 
    
 
  
    
        
     
  
       
       
       
  
In addition to the maximum escape depth, the mean escape depth (λ) can be defined. It is 
defined as the average depth normal to the surface from which secondary electrons are
extracted. If elastic scattering is neglected, the mean escape depth is given by the IMFP and an
exponential decay can be assumed for the escape probability of SE at a distance x from the 
surface, 𝑒−𝑥/λ , where λ is the mean escape depth. λ has been measured to be ~1 nm for metals
and ~10 nm for electrical insulators [1]. The difference between the escape depth of metal and
insulators is produced by the different IMFP of these materials, as previously discussed. In [1]
the relation between maximum escape depth and mean escape depth r ~ 5 λ is given.
However, an exponential decay for the escape probability of SE can only be assumed if the 
elastic scattering is neglected. This is not the general case as the elastic scattering plays an
important role in the transport of electrons (the elastic scattering modifies the direction of 
motion). Therefore, a mathematical description of the relationship between r and the IMFP is 
not straightforward once the elastic scattering is taken into account as has been shown in several
works [44-48]. Note that these works deal with XPS and AES analysis and therefore they define
the mean free path for those SE that do not suffer any inelastic scattering event. Nevertheless, 
the fact that λ is reduced by the effect of the elastic scattering can be applied to the present 
discussion. 
2.3 Secondary Electron Emission properties
2.3.1 Secondary emission yield, SEY
The Secondary Emission Yield, SEY, is the main parameter in SEE characterization. The SEY, 
usually denoted by σ, is the ratio of the number of secondary electrons (SE) to the incident or
primary electrons (PE) on a material, Equation 1.2:
𝑁𝑆𝑒𝑐 (𝐸𝑃, 𝜃)𝜎(𝐸𝑃, 𝜃) = ⁄ (1. 2)𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑐 
Where Nsec is the number of secondary emitted electrons, Ninc the number of incident electrons, 
EP is the energy of the incident electrons (primary energy) and θ the angle of incidence of
primary electrons relative to the normal. The energy, EP, and the angle of incidence, θ, are the





   
   
     
 
  
      
       
   
   
 
 
     
   
 
    
      
     
        
Similar to the SEY definition, true secondary electron yield and backscattered electron yield 
can be defined as the ratio of true secondary electrons to incident electrons and the ratio of 
backscattered electrons to incident electrons respectively. The three yields are related and
fulfill:
𝜎 = 𝛿 + 𝜂 (1. 3)
Where  is the true secondary electron yield and  the backscattered electron yield. The
dependence of  with Z, the atomic number, is shown in Figure 1.6. It can be seen that 
monotonically increases with the atomic number. Similarly, the backscattered electron yield
can be divided into elastic backscatter emission yield, e, and inelastic backscatter electron
yield, i.
Figure 1.6. The backscattered electron yield () as a function of the atomic number at several incident
energies. Figure extracted from [29].
2.3.2 SEY dependence on the primary electron energy
At normal incidence, the SEY as a function of EP, or SEY curve, is defined by four parameters: 
the maximum SEY, SEYmax, the primary energy associated to this value, Emax, and the first and 





        
 
 
           
       
        
       
   
 
 
    
          
   
           
    
   
        
      
    
       
  
1.7. The E1 and E2 cross-over energies are characteristic because it is fulfilled that the number
of incident electrons equals the number of outgoing electrons.
Figure 1.7. SEY as a function of the primary energy (SEY curve). The main SEY parameters are
displayed. SEYmax and Emax, the maximum value of SEY and the corresponding energy, are marked in
blue. The first cross-over energy, E1, (minimum energy at which SEY = 1) is marked in red. The second 
cross-over energy, E2, (maximum energy at which SEY = 1) is shown in green. The first and second
cross-over energies mark three distinctive regions. Region (i) where SEY < 1, region (ii) where SEY > 
1 and Region (iii) where SEY < 1 again.
Three regions can be discriminated attending to the E1 and E2 parameters (SEY = 1):
 Region (i), EP < E1: PE do not have enough energy to excite a considerable amount of
SE, therefore the number of SE is smaller than the number PE and SEY < 1.
 Region (ii), E1 < EP < E2: In this region, as the energy of the primary electrons increases
the production of ISE per PE also increases. However, when the primary energy
increases further part of their energy is deposited too deep in the material for some ISEs
to be able to reach the surface and the SEY starts to decrease. This means that the
penetration range of the primary electrons is bigger than the mean escape depth of the
secondary electrons. The value of the penetration range at which the maximum value
of the SEY occurs is at R ~ λ [31]. The SEY curve achieves its maximum usually at 





   
       
  
        
    
         
     
 
    
     
   
  
     
            
     
    
       
      
    
 
  
        
         
 
 
         
   
 
Most technological materials exhibit this region and is in minimizing this region where
efforts are focused when diminishing the SEY of materials. This can be achieved by
increasing E1, decreasing E2 or reducing SEYmax.
 Region (iii), E2 < Ep: In this region, more ISE are produced than in the regions (i) and
(ii). However, the energy of the PEs is so high that it is deposited too deep in the solid. 
As R > r, most of the ISE are produced deep in the solid and they lose their energy
before reaching the surface producing SEY < 1 in this region.
2.3.3 Models of Secondary Emission Yield
Semiempirical theories of secondary emission commonly assume that the secondary emission 
yield may be written as Equation 1.4:
∞ 
𝜎(𝐸𝑃) = ∫ 𝑛(𝑥, 𝐸𝑃) · 𝑓(𝑥)𝑑𝑥 (1. 4)
0 
Where n(x,EP)dx is the number of internal secondary electrons produced per incident primary
electron of energy EP in a layer of thickness dx at a depth x below the surface and f(x) the
probability that an internal secondary electron produced at x arrives at the surface and is 
emitted. In f(x) are included the elastic and inelastic scattering that ISE suffer in the solid, the 
isotropic generation of ISE and the fact that the work function barrier has to be overcame before
being emitted. The function n(x,EP)dx expresses the interaction of the primary electrons with 
the solid, their energy loss as a function of the penetration depth, their absorption and their
elastic and inelastic scattering.
2.3.3.1 Baroody model
Baroody [49] extending on the work of Bruining [50] was the first to observe and propose a 
universal curve for the SEY as a function of the primary energy EP. Assuming that n(x,EP)dx
is proportional to the energy loss of the primary electrons per unit path length
1 𝑑𝐸 
𝑛(𝑥, 𝐸𝑃) = − (1. 5)𝜁 𝑑𝑥 
Where ζ is the energy required to excite one internal secondary electron. The probability of
emission of a secondary electron produced at a depth x follows:
𝑥 






              
 
        
 
 
          
             
 
             
     
       
  
  
   
 
   
  
  
         
          




where λ is the mean escape depth of the SE and B the escape probability once the electron
reaches the surface.
The energy deposited per unit path length by the primary electrons in the solid can be expressed
by the Whiddington’s law as:
𝑑𝐸 𝐴 
= − (1. 7)
𝑑𝑥 𝐸(𝑥) 
Where A is a constant characteristic of the material. Integrating Equation 1.7 from the surface
(x = 0 and E(x) = Ep), to the penetration range (x = R and E(x) = 0), the penetration range of
the primary electrons can be easily computed:
𝑥=𝑅 𝑥=𝑅 2𝐸𝑃 
∫ 𝐸(𝑥) · 𝑑𝐸 = ∫ −𝐴 · 𝑑𝑥 → 𝑅 = (1. 8)
2𝐴 𝑥=0 𝑥=0 
Putting everything together in Equation 1.4 with 𝐸(𝑥) = (𝐸𝑃2 − 2𝐴𝑥)1/2 obtained from
Equation 1.7:
𝑅 𝑥 𝐵 1 −
𝜎(𝐸𝑃) = · 𝐴∫ 1 · e 𝜆 𝑑𝑥 ( 1. 9) 
0𝜁 (𝐸𝑃2 − 2𝐴𝑥)2 
𝐸𝑃
2−2𝐴𝜆𝑦2 Performing the change of variable 𝑥 = , Equation 1.9 yields:
2𝐴 
2 𝐸𝑃 
𝐵 −(𝐸𝐴𝑃′ ) 𝐴′ 𝑦2 𝐵 𝐸𝑃 ∫ e 𝑑𝑦 𝜎(𝐸𝑃) = 𝐴
′𝑒 
0 = 𝐴′𝐹 ( ) (1. 10)
𝜁 𝜁 𝐴′ 




∫ 𝑒𝑦2𝑑𝑦 (1. 11)
0 
With 𝑟 = 𝐸𝑃/𝐴′ . The parameters A, B, ζ and λ depend on the material irradiated but Baroody
showed that they could be eliminated by normalizing the SEY by SEYmax and EP by Emax. For
that the maximum value of the SEY as a function of Ep is computed:
2 𝐸𝑃 
𝜕𝜎(𝐸𝑃) 𝐵 2𝐸𝑃 −(𝐸𝑃 𝐴′ 
= (1 − 𝑒 𝐴′ ) ∫ e𝑦2 𝑑𝑦) = 0 (1. 12)
𝜕𝐸𝑃 𝜁 𝐴′ 0 
Which is only fulfilled when 𝑟 = 𝐸𝑃/𝐴′ = 0.92. As the derivative is evaluated at the maximum 






   
  
  
    
        
      
 
     
   
  
         
 
  
        
       
   
     
     
  
 
       
 
  
𝐸𝑃 𝐹 (𝜎(𝐸𝑃) 𝐴′ ) 0.92𝐸𝑃 = = 1.85 · 𝐹 ( ) (1. 13)
𝐹(0.92)𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 
This curve does not fit entirely well the data but it does represent the universal behavior of the 
SEY increasing at low energies and decreasing after a critical energy (Emax).
2.3.3.2 Lye and Dekker model
Lye and Dekker [51] based on measurements for the electron penetration range that differed 
from the one predicted by the Whiddington’s law, proposed two different energy loss
mechanics. The first one was to use a generalized power law for the energy loss as:
𝑑𝐸 𝐴 
= − (1. 14)
𝑑𝑥 𝐸𝑛(𝑥) 
With n > 0. The parameter n gave better agreement for the penetration depth at n = 0.35. By a
similar computation to the one performed above, the obtained universal curve was:
𝑟𝑚𝐸𝑃 𝐹𝑛 ( )𝜎(𝐸𝑃) 𝑟𝑚𝐸𝑃 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑛 = = (𝑛 + 1) · 𝑟𝑚 · 𝐹𝑛 ( ) (1. 15)𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝐹𝑛(𝑟𝑚) 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 




−𝑟𝑛+1 ∫ 𝑒𝑦𝑛+1𝑑𝑦 (1. 16)
0 
However, they remarked that for Equation 1.7 as well as for Whiddington’s law the electron
penetration depth was equal for all the primary electrons. This was against experiments, which
showed that the number of electrons in a beam traveling in the solid decreased linearly with 
the depth. Thus the elastic scattering of the primary electrons should be taken into account.
They concluded that a better approximation was to assume that the energy losses are constant 
over the entire primary electron path:
𝑑𝐸 𝐸𝑃 
= − (1. 17)
𝑑𝑥 𝑅(𝐸𝑃) 
𝑛+1Using a range-energy relation in the form 𝑅(𝐸𝑃) = 𝐶 · 𝐸𝑃 , with C a constant, gives the
universal curve:






   
  
       
     
   
   
    
        
         
  
  






          
      
         
      
          
   
   
       
With rm the value for which Gn(r) is maximum and:
1 − 𝑒−𝑟𝑛+1 
𝐺𝑛(𝑟) = (1. 19)𝑟𝑛 
This model is particularly simple as Gn(r) can be obtained in a closed form (see Equation 1.19) 
in opposition to F(r) or Fn(r) that can only be expressed in integral form (see Equation 1.11
and Equation 1.16 respectively).
2.3.3.3 Dyonne model
Dyonne [52, 53] developed his model putting especial emphasis in the physical parameters. He
also proposed a three dimensional model by adding the elastic scattering to the diffusion of the
internal secondary electrons. This is done by modifying Equation 1.6 for the electron transport
and letting the electrons disperse in a 4π angle at each depth x.
𝜋 𝑙 |𝑧|− −𝑥·2𝜋 ∞
2 𝑒 𝜆 sin𝜃 𝐵 𝑒 𝜆 
𝑓(𝑥) = 𝐵 · ∫ ∫ 𝑑𝜃 𝑑𝜙 = ∫ 𝑑𝑧 (1. 20)
4𝜋 2 𝑧2 0 0 1 
Where l makes reference to the three dimensionality of the model and fulfills 𝑙 = |𝑥/ cos 𝜃|
and 𝑧 = cos−1 𝜃 is a change of variable to simplify the integration.
Which gives a universal curve for a power law energy loss:









He also obtained the universal curve for a constant energy loss using Equation 1.17 instead of
the Equation 1.14 used to obtain Equation 1.21.
It is worth discussing that Dionne not only found equations for the universal curve but for the
actual SEY curves of the materials, trying to relate the solid and surface properties to the
SEYmax, Emax, E1 and E2 values. He related the parameters A, B, ζ and λ with physical properties
of conductors, semiconductors and insulators. A being the primary electron absorption 
constant, represents the electron stopping power of the solid and therefore is proportional to 





        
      
      
    
    
     
 
    
  
      
    
        
       
 
        
     
     
         
 
   
 
     
       
  
    
       
      
          
 
primary electrons. The parameter B represents the probability of an electron being emitted once
it reaches the surface and depends on the surface properties. ζ represents the energy that the
internal secondary electrons obtain from the primary electrons. It needs to be bigger than the
work function in metals and the sum of the affinity and bandgap for insulators and 
semiconductors. Finally, λ is directly the mean secondary electron escape depth.
In the previous discussion on the Baroody model (similarly applies with slight variations to the
other models), it has been found that:
𝐵 
𝑆𝐸𝑌𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∝ (2𝐴𝜆)1/2 (1. 23)𝜁 
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∝ (2𝐴𝜆)1/2 (1. 24)
Therefore, the SEYmax increases with the escape probability, density, secondary electron escape
depth and decreases with the work function. In the case of insulators, the bandgap plays a
double role through ζ and λ. However, looking at the experimental measurements it can be seen
that the bandgap increases the SEY. The Emax will be bigger with the density and the secondary
electron escape depth.
Equation 1.23 and Equation 1.24 agree with the theory introduced in Section 2.2, where the 
SEY was related to the penetration range of the primary electrons and the escape depth of the
secondary electrons. As the penetration range is inversely proportional to the electron 
absorption constant (R ~ A-1) we have that both SEYmax and Emax are proportional to λ and
inversely proportional to R:
𝑆𝐸𝑌𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∝ (A · λ)1/2 = (λ/𝑅)1/2 (1. 25)
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∝ (λ/𝑅)1/2 (1. 26)
Therefore, the semiempirical models support the fact introduced in Section 2.3.2 that Emax is 
achieved when R ~ λ. The models also support the fact that a bigger λ produces a higher SEY
introduced in Section 2.2.4.
2.3.3.4 Other SEY models
Other SEY models have also been proposed. Some of them, as the Kanaya model [54, 55]
proposes a new formula for the penetration range derived from the atomic model. The Vaughan









   
    
      
         
  
  
   
  
  
          
         
  
  
    
         
     
        
  
𝜎(𝐸𝑃) 
= (𝜈𝑒1−𝜈)𝑘 (1. 27)
𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 
𝐸𝑃 − 𝐸1
𝜈 = (1. 28)
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐸1 
0.62, 𝜈 < 1 
𝑘 = { (1. 29)
0.25, 𝜈 > 1 
Where  is the energy normalized in a somewhat different way.
Furman and Pivi made a very thorough description and computational implementation of their
SEY model [57]. They treated true secondary, elastically backscattered and inelastically
backscattered electrons independently to compute the actual SEY. They proposed for the three
contributions the following equations:
𝑚𝑎𝑥|𝑝 |𝐸𝑃−𝐸𝑒 
𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝜂𝑒 
−𝜂𝑒(𝐸𝑃) = 𝜂𝑒
∞ + (𝜂𝑒 






𝛿(𝐸𝑃) = 𝛿𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐹 ( ) (1. 32)𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝐸𝛿 
𝑠𝑥 
𝐹(𝑥) = (1. 33)
𝑠 − 1 + 𝑥𝑠 
Where e, i and  are the elastic, inelastic and true secondary emission yields introduced in
Section 2.3.1. The other are free parameters of the model. The elastic, inelastic and true
secondary emission yields fulfill:
𝜎 = 𝜂𝑒 + 𝜂𝑖 + 𝛿 (1. 34)
The different electron yields from the fit to copper data computed with the Furman and Pivi
model in [57] is shown in Figure 1.8. It can be seen that 𝜂𝑒 + 𝜂𝑖 is essentially constant for all
the primary electron energies, this is true for most of the materials. In order to compare the 







           
       
       
            
  
 
         
 
 
      
          
      
   
Figure 1.8. SEY curves of copper and the different contributions of elastically backscattered (ηe), 
inelastically backscattered (ηi) and true secondary electrons yield (δ) as a function of the energy 
following the Furman and Pivi model. The actual values for the parameters of Equations 1.30-1.34 are
extracted from [57]. It can be seen that the sum of the inelastic and elastic component is essentially
constant through the displayed energy range.
Figure 1.9. Universal curve predicted by the different discussed models. The Furman and Pivi curve is
based on the normalization of the curve presented in Figure 1.8.
We can observe that these models predict very different behaviors at energies higher than Emax.
The Baroody equation has a sharper shape that contrast with the smoother shape of the Furman
and Pivi model. Furman and Pivi model can usually fit better the SEY experimental






       
    
   
      
    
          
       
       
         
  
     
 
           
       
             
     
         
       
 
    
  
2.3.4 SEY dependence on incident angle
As we have seen in Section 2.3.2, the SEY depends on the penetration range of the incident 
electrons in the material. As the penetration range depends on the incident angle of the electron
beam, the SEY also depends on the incident angle. Specifically, the penetration range decreases
with the angle of incidence as 𝑅(𝜃) = 𝑅𝜃=0 · cos 𝜃, see top panels in Figure 1.10. In a flat
surface, the SEY increases with the angle of incidence. Indeed, as can be seen in the top panels
of Figure 1.10, the ratio of the volume of SE extraction region (green) to the volume of ISE
production (red) is larger at oblique incident angles than at normal incidence. As the same
energy is deposited closer to the surface, a greater number of excited electrons reach the surface
with less energy loss and escape as SE more easily. Such enhancement of the SEY is more
evident at higher incident energies. At low energies, the volumes of SE extraction and 
production are the same and the effect of the incident angle is more subtle [31, 58].
Figure 1.10. Effect of the incident angle on the SEY on flat (top panels) and rough surfaces (bottom
panels). Normal incidence can be seen at the left panels and oblique incidence at the right panels. 
Normal direction to the surface are drawn as dashed lines. It can be seen that for a flat surface at oblique 
incident angles, the energy is deposited in a shallower region as the penetration depth (R) is reduced
with the cosine of the angle of incidence. Therefore, more SE are extracted at oblique angles of
incidence. In the case of a rough surface it can be seen how this effect is minimized and the SEY
dependence on the angle of incidence is reduced. 
Several models describe the dependence of the SEY with the angle of incidence. The Bruining 







   
        
 
   
  
 




         
 




    
     
       
  
𝜎(𝐸, 𝜃) = 𝜎(0)𝑒𝐶(𝐸)·(1−cos 𝜃) (1. 35)
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥(0)
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝜃) = (1. 36)
√cos 𝜃 
Where C(E) depends on the energy.
Kanaya [54] described the dependence of the parameters SEYmax and Emax on the incident angle
as:
𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝜃) = 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥(0) · (cos 𝜃)−1/𝑛 (1. 37)
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝜃) = 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥(0) · (cos 𝜃)−1/𝑛 (1. 38)
Where n depends on material and ranges from 1 to 1.6.
Vaughan [6, 56] also proposed in his model an angular dependence of SEYmax and Emax as 
follows:
𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝜃) = 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥(0)(1 + 𝑘 · 𝜃
2/2𝜋) (1. 39)
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝜃) = 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥(0)(1 + 𝑘 · 𝜃
2/2𝜋) (1. 40)
Where k is a “smoothness factor” for the surface, in the range from 0 for a rough surface to 
possibly 2 for a polished surface.
In their model, Furman and Pivi proposed for the incident angle dependence of SEYmax and
Emax:
𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝜃) = 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥(0) · [1 + 𝑎 · (1 − cos𝑐 𝜃)] (1. 41)
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝜃) = 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥(0) · [1 + 𝑏 · (1 − cos𝑑 𝜃)] (1. 42)
Where a, b, c and d are fitting parameters.
The models discussed can be compared in Figure 1.11, where bands of possible values as 
estimated from the different authors are presented. SEY as a function of the primary energy






           




        
         
  
 
         
          
       
          
    
Figure 1.11. SEYmax (left panel) and Emax (right panel) dependence on the angle of incidence. Bands of
possible values are displayed following the parameter values given by the respective authors in their
research.
Figure 1.12. SEY of the copper sample shown in Figure 1.8 with the incident angle dependence as 
predicted by the Furman and Pivi model. It can be seen that both SEYmax and Emax increase with the
angle of incidence.
As can be seen explicitly in the Vaughan model, the roughness of a surface influence the
dependence of the SEY with the angle of incidence. In this model, a constant k = 0 is proposed
for very rough surfaces, which removes the angular dependence. This can be conceptually seen
at the bottom panels of Figure 1.10. Unlike the case of a flat surface (top panels), where the





    
    
          
    
  




        
      
   
       
 
      
         
      
        
  
    
         
         
    
      
    
      
    
       
         
      
    
the angle of incidence, for rough surfaces (bottom panels) the ratio at oblique incidence is
approximately equal to the ratio at normal incidence. This can be understood in the following
way: in a rough surface at any incident angle there is always oblique incidence (there are
multitude of normal directions that can be defined in a rough surface). Therefore, when
modifying the angle of incidence the picture does not change much.
The SEY results exposed in Publications 1, 2 and 3 of this thesis are obtained for an incident
angle of 0º.
2.3.5 Energy distribution curves
In addition to the SEY curves that describe the total number of electrons emitted by the solid
per incident electron, the energetic characterization of the emitted electrons is also important
in the study of the SEE. A typical spectrum of SEE or energy distribution curve, EDC, can be
seen in Figure 1.13. As previously mentioned, the emitted electrons can be divided into three
groups:
 Elastically backscattered electrons. These are incident electrons that undergo elastic
scattering in the solid, reach the surface and are emitted again without energy loss. The
number of backscattered electrons does not depend strongly on the incident energy (see
Figure 1.8) and increases with the atomic number, Z (see Figure 1.6). Elastically
backscattered electrons can be seen in the EDC as a thin peak centered at Ep (shown in
red in Figure 1.13).
 True secondary electrons. These are predominantly electrons that were initially in the
solid and that are excited by the incident electrons and emitted. By convention, all
electrons emitted with less than 50 eV are considered true secondary electrons [29, 59]. 
However, this convention only holds for primary energies higher than 100 eV as the
elastic and true secondary electron population tend to overlap otherwise. True
secondary electrons can be seen in the spectra at low energies as a broad peak (shown
in green in Figure 1.13).
 Inelastically backscattered electrons. These are mainly primary electrons that undergo
inelastic scattering in the solid (losing energy and exciting true secondary electrons)
that eventually reach the surface and are emitted. By convention, electrons with 





      
    
       
     
   
        
      
 
 
            
         
       
  
 
      
      
        
        
 
  
inelastically backscattered electrons. The inelastically backscattered electrons in the
spectra populate the energies between the two main peaks (shown in blue in Figure
1.13). The Auger transition signal can be seen in this region, see Section 2.7.6. These
electrons are produced by internal transitions of the electrons in the atoms of the
irradiated material therefore, they are secondary electrons extracted from the solid. 
Auger transitions are produced at incident energies Ep > 3 keV. These transitions appear
as additional peaks in the spectrum in the inelastic range. They convey the
compositional and chemical state of the surface of the irradiated material.
Figure 1.13. Energy spectra or energy distribution curve (EDC) of secondary electrons. All electrons
emitted with less energy than 50 eV are considered true secondary electrons (green). The high energy 
peak, centered at the primary energy (EP), are the elastically backscattered electrons (red). The region
that expands between the two peaks are the inelastically backscattered electrons (blue). 
Several formulas have been proposed to describe the true secondary electron spectra, i.e. the
low energy peak of the spectra. Two of them were chosen to describe the EDC of the secondary
electrons in the three publications accompanying this doctoral thesis. The first of them was
proposed by M. S. Chung and T. E. Everhart [40]. They derived Equation 1.43 by a
phenomenological approach:
𝑑𝑁 𝐸 





        
       
 
      
    
  
      
    
 
         
 
        
      
       
          
    
      
       
    




         
  
    
     
 
Where E is the energy of the secondary electrons, 0 a normalization factor and  the work
function of the solid. In the case of electrical insulators  is naturally replaced by the dielectric
affinity, .
The second formula of the spectra of true secondary electrons used throughout this doctoral
thesis is based on an empiric approach [60], Equation 1.44:
2𝑑𝑁 𝐸 
= 𝜌0exp ((𝐿𝑛 ) ⁄2𝜏2) (1. 44)𝑑𝐸 𝐸0 
Where E is again the energy of the secondary electrons, 0 a normalization factor, E0 the 
position of the peak and  a parameter controlling the raise and decay of the distribution. This
equation decouples the width of the distribution and the position of the peak which might be
preferable. This is done by using two parameters (E0 and ) instead of one () as in Equation
1.43.
In this thesis, a method was devised to measure the energies of the true secondary electrons, 
i.e. the EDC at low energies. This region of the spectrum is extremely valuable as most of the
emitted secondary electrons are found in this region. Of particular interest is the peak position,
which corresponds to the most likely electron emission energy, and the width of the peak. The
method was introduced and tested on materials with known EDC in Publication 2 and applied 
to dielectric materials in Publication 3. Its application in dielectric materials is of particular 
interest due to the difficulties in characterizing their energy spectra by conventional methods. 
These difficulties reside mainly in the charging of the dielectric material under the incident 
radiation, which might distort the energy of the secondary electrons if acquired by conventional
energy analyzers.
2.3.6 Angular distribution of secondary electrons
Secondary electrons are emitted in different angles. The distribution of true secondary electrons
follows approximately a cosine distribution independently of the incident angle of the primary
electrons, whereas the backscattered electrons tend to follow a specular distribution and 







      
        
          
   
 
    
       
          
    
      
     
        
  
         
           
  
  
    
Figure 1.14.. Angular distribution of the true secondary electrons (top) and backscattered electrons
(bottom) are displayed. Top panel, it can be seen that the angular distribution of SE follows a cosine
distribution. Bottom panel, the emission of backscattered electrons depends strongly on the angle of
incidence. Figures extracted from [29].
2.3.7 Effects of exposure to air and conditioning on SEY
Air exposure has been shown to increase SEY of metals from their nominal values,
approximately in the range 1 – 2, to values over 3. This is mainly due to the interaction of the
surface with the air producing the oxidation of the metallic surface. In most cases, as the metal
oxide that develops is an insulator, the SEY of the oxidized metal is higher than the SEY of the
clean metal. A layer of organic surface contamination is also usually found after exposure to 
air, this layer also contributes to increase further the SEY [63-68]. This effect can be masked
if a high dose is used in the SEY characterization due to a charging effect.
One of the discussed methods to decrease the SEY on Section 2.4 is the deposition on the
surface of a low SEY carbon layer. This can be done by irradiating the surface with a high
electron beam current (at doses over 10 µC/mm2). This technique is called surface conditioning 
by electron bombardment or scrubbing. In this process, the organic contaminants present on 





         
   
     
   
 
  
      
          
     
         
 
 
       
          
         
   
 
       
     
   
        
     
     
compounds desorb from the surface. In addition, the carbon present in carbon molecules in the
residual pressure of the vacuum chamber can be dissociated and adhered to the surface by this 
method. Heating seems to produce a similar effect to scrubbing in breaking the bonds of the 
absorbed molecules and producing graphitic layers on the surface [68-75].
2.3.8 SEY dependence on surface roughness
The effect of surface roughness plays an important role on the SEY of materials. It can be
intuitively seen in Figure 1.15 that whereas in a flat surface all SE leaving the surface are
emitted, in a rough surface some of the emitted SE can be trapped by the protuberances of the
surface itself. See Section 2.4 for a discussion on different methods that can be used to imprint 
roughness as a way to decrease the SEY.
Figure 1.15. SEE dependence with the roughness of the surface. Incident electrons are drawn in red
and secondary electrons in green. A flat surface is shown at the left side where all the secondary
electrons are emitted. In a rough surface (shown at the right side) an important number of secondary
electrons is trapped in the adjacent structures.
However, it would be wrong to assume that for SEY reduction any roughness is better than 
none at all. The roughness increases the angle of incidence of the primary electrons and
therefore the SEY increases with it. Also, when SE impact with the surface second generation
of SE will be produced. As the energies of most of the SE are small the SEY of this second
order interaction will be smaller than the first generation of SE. Further generations of ever





           




        
       
         
  
 
         
     
 
   
      
    
    
    
 
summary, not any roughness can be used to decrease the SEY. At the very least, the roughness
of a surface has to be enough to overcompensate the increased SEY due to the increased angle
of incidence on the surface and the subsequent generations of SE.
2.3.9 SEY examples
Figure 1.16 shows the SEY curves of three polymers, Kapton, Teflon and Ultem, which are
relevant in the space industry [76-79]. These materials are insulators, the SEY measurement
method used to measure them is introduced in Section 2.7.2. The SEY parameters of these
SEY curves are shown in Table 1.1.
Figure 1.16. SEY of three different dielectric materials: Kapton, Teflon and Ultem. These
measurements were acquired as part of the research in this doctoral thesis.
Table 1.1. SEY parameters of the Kapton, Teflon and Ultem samples.
E1 (eV) Emax (eV) SEYmax 
Kapton 48 200 1.76
Teflon 33 303 2.66





   
   
     
     
       
        
     
    
       
      
       
  
    
        
      
         
 
     
    
   
       
 
  
   
       
   
    
      
  
         
      
   
2.4 Secondary Emission Yield reduction
Technological surfaces such as those used in inner walls of RF components in satellites, particle
accelerators or plasma devices usually present SEYs higher than desired for their optimal 
performance. For example, Alodine coatings in satellites components have been usually used
to reduce the corrosion effects of reactive atmospheres were satellites are stored before their
commissioning. This coating is now being replaced by Bonderite or Surtec as Alodine has been
ruled out due to having the carcinogenic component Cr+6 [80]. Both of them present the same
issue, a high SEY that prevents their use in certain applications. Therefore, different ways to 
decrease their SEY or alternative coatings are actively sought. Also, inner chambers of
accelerator facilities, such as the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), are made of aluminum, copper
or stainless steel. These materials have again a SEY too high (>2) and their SEY needs to be
decreased for certain applications.
Part of the work exposed in this thesis has been devoted to study new ways of decreasing the
SEY of materials. Usually, two main ways for decreasing the SEY have been used: (i) low SEY
materials can be used to coat the relevant surfaces where high SEY is to be avoided or (ii) the
roughness of these surfaces can be increased. An study of all these methods can be found in 
the theses developed previously in our research group [81-83]. 
Low secondary emission yield materials are for example TiN [84-88], TiZrV [87-89], carbon 
nitride [90], amorphous carbon [69, 74, 75, 91-94], graphene [95, 96] and velvet structures
such as CuO [97-100]. Specifically, TiN, TiZrV and amorphous carbon have been the preferred
coating materials for the specific areas were low SEY is needed in particle accelerators. Also,
velvet structures have been recently tested for Hall Thrusters with promising results [101].
In fact, roughness is a main factor behind the low SEY of some materials used to coat surfaces 
such as amorphous carbon or velvet structures. Indeed, as roughness is a key factor governing
the SEY of all surfaces, it has been thoroughly studied theoretically and computationally the
last years [102-113]. Therefore, instead of treating surfaces with low SEY coatings, the surface
roughness of the materials themselves can be modified to reduce their SEY. For this purpose,
surfaces can be roughened by physical and chemical methods. The surfaces can be covered by
physical vapor deposition (PVD) [113, 114], ablated by laser [115-118], ion beam irradiated
[119-124], by photolithography [112] or using a chemical method [81, 125-127] to generate
roughness in the surface by eroding or growing structures. For example, laser treated surfaces





      
        




         
    
 
        







attains better coverage results as there are no shadow effects in the surface due to the
directionality of the irradiation source (light, ion beam or particles) inherent in the other
methods. An example of the finishing of the chemical method can be seen in Figure 1.17. For
a more in depth explanation of the role of roughness on the reduction of SEY, refer to Section
2.3.8.
Figure 1.17. SEM image of a rough silver coating deposited on aluminum by a chemical method at
ICMM-CSIC. This coating achieved a SEY < 1, key to avoid Multipactor discharge.
A novel alternative is proposed in Publication 1. In this work, a novel concept to diminish SEY
was developed. Composite materials with conductor and dielectric domains were found to
exhibit an unusually low SEY. This was due to the dielectric domains charging under electron
irradiation which generated local electric fields between dielectric and conductor domains that 







    
      
      
     
    
      
         
    
    
       
    
     
       
     
       
  
      
       
          
        
         
  
          
      
      
      
   
         
2.5 Electrical insulators
2.5.1 SEE and charging of electrical insulators
SEE and charging are at the core of the effects described in the three publications 
accompanying this thesis. Charging is generally considered an unwanted phenomenon as it can
lead, for example, to high-powered discharges between different electronic components,
Section 2.6.1. It can also dramatically affect the nature of the SEE properties of the surface,
hindering the characterization of these materials. Charging modifies the total number of emitted 
electrons, the energy of primary and secondary electrons and their outgoing directions. In
Publication 1, the effect of combining metal and dielectric domains on the surface of a
composite material is studied. It was concluded, that the differential charging between the
different domains can extremely reduce the SEY of the surface of the composite. The local
electric fields between domains drive the secondary electrons towards the surface, inhibiting 
their emission. In Publication 2 and Publication 3, the reduction of the emission of electrons 
due to a homogenous surface charging is studied. A method is proposed to couple the reduction
of the number of emitted secondary electrons to the positive voltage arising on the surface and
obtain the energy of the emitted secondary electrons. The positive potential in the surface
inhibits the emission of the SE emitted with less energy than the arising potential barrier.
The charging behavior in dielectrics is mainly dictated by the magnitude of the SEY, the
incident penetration range (R) and the maximum escape depth of the secondary electrons (r).
Two charging regimes can be distinguished according to the sign of the net charge accumulated
in the surface of the insulator: positive charging and negative charging. These charging regimes
can be approximately discussed attending to the three regions defined by SEY = 1 presented in
Section 2.3.2:
 Region (i), Ep < E1: As SEY < 1 the number of PE deposited in the solid is greater than the
number of SE emitted. This implies that net negative charge is deposited on the surface of 
the dielectric. As r > R in this region, the PE are deposited in the same volume where the
SE are extracted, therefore the deposited charge is homogeneously distributed in a thin 
layer of thickness equal to the incident penetration depth of the primary electrons. 
For a constant Ep, the surface will increasingly charge up to a potential q·EP. At this 





      
  
              
      
     
       
    
  
      
   
    
       
  
   
          
      
       
        
       
   
     
 
        
             
   
     
         
       
      
        
      
         
       
of the solid and emission of SE stops, see Figure 1.18a. Incident energies in this region are
in the negative charging regime.
 Region (ii), E1 < Ep < E2: As SEY > 1 the number of emitted electrons is higher than the
incident electrons. Therefore, net positive charge is expected to be deposited on the surface
of the dielectric. However, according to J. Cazaux in [130-132] two different behaviors
occur due to a different charge distribution in the solid. This can be discussed attending to
the relation between the incident penetration range and the maximum escape depth of
secondary electrons.
o Region (ii-1) E1 < Ep < E ’ , where E’ is an energy introduced in [131] that fulfills R ~ r. 
Thus, in this region as in region (i), the deposited charge is homogeneously distributed
in a thin layer of thickness equal to the incident penetration depth of the corresponding 
primary energy. E’ is found to be slightly larger than Emax and often far smaller than E2 
(Emax < E’ << E2).
For a constant Ep, the surface will charge positively and a positive potential acting as a
retarding potential for all the secondary electrons will arise reducing their energy. The
emission of the secondary electrons with less energy than the increasing potential 
barrier will be inhibited until the total number of outgoing electrons equals the number
of incident electrons, see Figure 1.18b. At the steady state, SEY = 1 is achieved at an
energy that should exhibit (in the uncharged state) SEY > 1. The maximum potential
acquired in this region is not very high ~ 1 -10 V and depends on the SEY and the EDC
of the secondary electrons. Primary energies in this region are in the positive charging 
regime.
o Region (ii-2) E’ < Ep < E2. In this region, a unique layer of deposited charge can no
longer be considered as R > r, which means that some of the primary electrons are
deposited deeper than the extraction volume of SE. This implies two charge
distributions in the irradiated solid: a shallow positive charge distribution (from where
SEs are extracted) and a deeper negative charge distribution (where PEs are deposited). 
For a constant Ep = E2, by definition, the number of SE equals the number of PE. 
Therefore, the net charge of the solid remains zero. However, as R > r at this incident 
energy the positive charge is accumulated in a shallower volume than the negative
charge. This implies that a dipolar-like electric field arises, inside and outside the bulk, 
see Figure 1.18c. Specifically, a potential barrier appears due to the positively charged





       
       
     
        
         
         
       
  
             
          
    
   
     
          
          
      
     
       
      
           
      
       
        
   
inhibited producing a SEY slightly smaller than one (SEY < 1). Consequently, the solid
will start charging negatively as the deep negative distribution increases its absolute
value respect to the shallow positive layer. Note that this does not prevent the low
energetic electrons from being trapped and SEY continue to be smaller than one, as the 
positive charge layer at the surface still exists. However, the landing electron energy
will decrease and R will diminish consequently. This negative charging will continue
until the landing energy equals E’ (where R ~ r) and SEY = 1. At this point, the steady
state is achieved and the charging stops in both net value and distribution profile.
Likewise, for a constant Ep higher than E’, as the SEY > 1 the surface will charge
positively and the SEY will decrease towards SEY = 1 as in region (ii-1). At this point,
the total charge is constant but not the distribution of charge. As R > r the same 
argument as before arises to achieve the steady state.
In this region, positive and negative charging can take place. At primary energies close 
to E’, positive charging will arise as Ep only needs to decrease slightly to reach E’ and
fulfill R ~ r. At primary energies close to E2, negative charging will take place as Ep 
needs to be decreased more dramatically to fulfill the same condition. As a matter of
fact, the boundary between the two charging regimes is yet not completely clear. This 
reasoning was proposed and developed by J. Cazaux in [130-132]. In addition, several
models describing the charge distribution and its evolution are introduced in [133, 134].
 Region (iii), E2 < Ep: In this region, SEY < 1 and the net deposited charge is negative. For
a constant EP the landing energy of the primary electrons is diminished due to the negative
voltage arising on the surface, see Figure 1.18d. As the process continues the energy of the
primary electrons is diminished until the steady state is achieved with landing energy E’







           
     
         
           
    
     
      
               
    
 
 
Figure 1.18. Conceptual description of the charging of an insulator during electron irradiation at
different primary energies. Four distinctive charging regions are described in panels a-d, see main text.
Panel a, region (i), EP < E1. Energies in this region are in the negative charging regime. A unique
negative charge layer is deposited in the solid. Panel b, region (ii-1), E1 < EP < E’. Energies in this 
region are in the positive charging regime. A unique positive charge layer is deposited in the solid.
Panel c, region (ii-2), E’ < EP < E2. Two separate charge distributions arises in this region: a shallow
positive charge layer and a deeper negative charge distribution. This originates a dipolar-like electric
field that affects the dynamic of the evolution of charging. Panel d, region (iii), E2 < EP. Energies in this
region are in the negative charging regime. Two separate charge distribution arises as in region (ii-2)






        
    
         
  
       
      
       
     
    










     
       
     
 
          
       
      
     
       
   
        
   
         
         
         
    
         
    
          
2.5.2 Discharging mechanisms
Several charge relaxation mechanisms take place in solids, amongst them are ohmic
conduction, space-charge-limited conduction and hopping charge transport [135-137]. Several 
of them can be present at the same time with each one having their own characteristic
discharging time, the combination of which gives rise to the discharging time of the solid.
As can be seen in Table 1.2, characteristic discharging times of some dielectric materials can
range from seconds to days. For applications where a quick discharge is needed, several 
methods of charge dissipation have been devised. The most remarkable of them are: heating 
the samples or irradiating the charged surface with low or medium energy electrons, ultraviolet
radiation or positive ions [132, 138-153].











Kapton 1.4·1017 3.5 43·103 87-173
Teflon > 1018 2.1 > 186·103 389-430
Ultem 1015 2.9 257 437-565
By heating the solid [142, 145, 151, 153], the mobility of the charge carriers increases, therefore
the conductivity of the dielectric increases and the discharging time decreases. Both positive
and negative charge can be dissipated, as well as deep charging. The insulator can be
maintained at high temperatures, usually between 200- 800 ºC or heated between subsequent 
measurements. However, the latter can be extremely time consuming and both might modify
the sample properties. Some dielectrics, especially polymers, can have low melting points and 
their bulk or surface properties can be modified. Also, degasification of some of the
components of the insulator can take place.
By irradiating the surface with low energy electrons [138, 139, 141, 143-149], the charge in
positively charged materials can be dissipated. The low energy incident electrons are usually
delivered by a flood gun. However, once the charge of the solid is dissipated, a charging
process, as the one discussed in the previous Section 2.5.1, takes place. This charging process 
will leave the surface negatively charged to a few volts, equal to the energy of the low energy
incident electrons. Interestingly, in [158] primary electrons with energies ~ 100 eV coupled to





    
 
      
     
 
     
        
      
    
        
  
 
        
          
   
    
      
   
    
      
 
         
      
    
     
       
     
       
 
 
most of the secondary electrons are trapped in the potential barrier and some of the positive
charge is eliminated as SEY is effectively smaller than one.
By irradiating the sample with medium energy electrons (electrons between the two cross-over
energies, i.e. energies at which SEY > 1) [132, 140-142], the deposited negative charge can be
dissipated. A similar discussion as in the low energy electrons applies in this case.
By irradiating the material with ultraviolet radiation [141, 142, 145, 146, 148, 150, 152], 
negative charges in the solid can be removed due to the photoelectric effect and photo-induced
conductivity in some materials. The volume from where charge is extracted equals the 
penetration depth of the radiation, several nm. After using ultraviolet light to discharge a
dielectric a slight positive surface voltage will be left in the solid. Usually, irradiation with 
ultraviolet light is coupled with low energy electron irradiation to diminish the final voltage
left in the solid.
By irradiating the surface with low energy positive ions [132, 140-143], negative charge can 
be dissipated. There maybe two main concerns when using positive ions. The energy must be
low to maintain the sputtering yield as low as possible. If a high sputtering yield is achieved
the morphology and composition of the surface might change and therefore its properties. Also, 
the volume at which positive charge is implanted is very shallow, as the penetration range of
ions is extremely smaller than the penetration depth of the primary electrons. However, this 
mechanism is valuable as has been demonstrated in the Environmental Scanning Electron
Microscope (ESEM) [29, 159]. ESEM permits insulating as well as wet samples to be observed 
without prior preparation.
The use of one or other or a combination of the possible methods of charge dissipation is
dictated by the characteristics of the material and the sensitivity of the measurements to a few 
positive or negative volts. Furthermore, deep dielectric charging, i.e. charge deposited below 
10 nm deep in the material cannot be effectively removed by surface irradiation methods. If
deep charging is not removed, charge builds up in the surface to compensate with the net charge
approaching zero. In this case, electric fields can still remain in the insulator that can modify







      
         
      
      
     
      
     
         
      





    
      
      
      
     
         
     
        
      
       
       
 
2.5.3 Dielectric breakdown
There is an upper limit to the charge that can be accumulated in a dielectric. This is because, if 
the electric field through the insulator is high enough, a dielectric breakdown will take place.
The dielectric breakdown is defined as the loss of the dielectric properties of materials as a
result of the application of an electric field higher than a certain critical value. At strong electric
fields, solid insulators do not obey Ohm’s law and the current increases exponentially with the 
electric field, reaching very high magnitudes at which the material is destroyed. The electric
field at which the dielectric breakdown takes place is called the dielectric strength or 
breakdown electric field. The dielectric strength of solids is typically over 10 MV/m and can
reach values over 500 MV/m, depending on the material [157]. Table 1.2 shows the breakdown
electric field of Kapton, Teflon and Ultem.
2.6 SEE phenomena
2.6.1 Spacecraft charging
Different anomalies have been diagnosed on spacecraft, in the majority of them charging due
to SEE, has been identified as the cause [160]. Anomalies can be logic errors produced by
spurious signals (which might inadvertently order, for example, a change of orbit in the
beginning of the space era) power system failures due to permanent damage to hardware
onboard or radio interference in the communications [161]. The first noticed anomaly in
spacecraft was in 1963, the cause has not yet been determined even now. The first anomaly
attributed to solar or galactic cosmic radiation was in 1971 and produced a software error [160]. 
The first anomaly due to surface charging (caused by SEE) produced an electrostatic discharge
[162] in a military communication satellite in 1973. This caused a power interruption of its 
communications subsystem, which produced a failure. Due to this incident a joint NASA and
Air Force investigation on spacecraft charging was issued [163]. Figure 1.19 shows an






       
     
    
 
 
      
      
   
    
   
      
      
    
   
   
     
       
      
     
        
     
 
Figure 1.19. An example of the consequences of an electrostatic discharge in a solar panel. 
Two adjacent components with different SEY has produced an electrostatic discharge due to 
the potential difference between them. In this case, the arc discharge has damaged and
destroyed part of a solar panel array. Credit: ESA.
The first generation of satellites packed big and simple electronics that made them robust 
against the effects of charging. This is not the case for modern satellites which carry complex
and ever smaller integrated circuits. The first satellites also started orbiting the Earth at low 
altitude and inclination orbits which have lower environment radiation. As satellites started
populating geosynchronous or polar orbits, the space environment became more hostile [163]. 
To try to diminish the severity and occurrence of spacecraft charging, an important effort is 
being made by the different space agencies, (ESA, NASA, JAXA…). To this effect, guidelines 
had been published in the standards followed by the distinct agencies, ECSS (ESA), NTSS
(NASA), JERG (JAXA). This activity can be also seen in the biennial international conference
“Spacecraft charging and technology conference” SCTC. However, even with all these efforts
in improving charging mitigation capabilities and decreasing the related occurrence of failures
(temporal or final), as the number of satellites is constantly increasing, spacecraft charging
continues to be an issue [164-171]. An important one, once the tremendous economical
investment of the companies is considered [172, 173]. In December 2019 there was at least 
2218 active satellites in orbit around Earth [174]. The last openly reported incident due to






    
    
      




     
       
    
     
        
       
      
         
       
       
       
      
      
     
   
      
    
        
 
Additionally, new materials are constantly being developed and employed in new missions 
such as Mars Atmosphere and Volatiles Evolution (MAVEN) [175, 176], Solar Orbiter [177,
178], Cassini [179] or Parker Solar Probe [180, 181]. The secondary electron emission 
properties of these materials need to be characterized to model and control spacecraft charging 
and correctly interpret the data of these missions [182].
2.6.2 Multipactor
Spacecraft charging is not the only phenomena that is caused by SEE in space. Radiofrequency
(RF) hardware can be specifically affected by Multipactor. The Multipactor effect is a resonant
secondary electron avalanche in a cavity whose walls have high SEY.
In a Multipactor discharge, a free electron in the RF cavity is accelerated towards the walls of 
the device by the RF signal. In the case, for example, of a parallel waveguide plate, this electron
reaches the surface with some energy acquired from the signal and interact with the plate
exciting new secondary electrons. These secondary electrons are then accelerated towards the 
other wall and consequently more secondary electrons are emitted. The number of electrons
increase exponentially as they continue hitting the walls until an avalanche discharge is 
produced with enough density and energy to be able to distort the signal, increase the reflection 
coefficient, produce local surface heating or even destroy the device, Figure 1.20. The
Multipactor discharge can be single-surface (dielectrics) or two-surface (metals) and depends 
on the walls and RF properties and the specific design of the device. Multipactor was first
observed by Gutton in the laboratory [183] and has been studied with increasing attention to
dielectric materials and numerical simulation in the last decades [76, 184-195]. The increasing 
demand of higher power in RF components and smaller devices has placed Multipactor as one
of the main problems to be solved [189]. A higher power output facilitates the onset of the
Multipactor effect as emitted electrons will attain higher energies and will liberate more






       
      
            
        
      
  
 
      
  
   
    
          
       
     
    
     
      
    
     
     
       
 
   
 
Figure 1.20. Schematic description of the Multipactor effect. An initial free electron oscillates with the
RF signal traveling through the RF device. As it oscillates, the free electron hits the walls of the device
at an energy given by the oscillation. If the free electron has enough energy on its impact, it will liberate
more electrons from the wall, increasing the population of free electrons. As the electrons continue
oscillating by the sustained RF signal, the population will increase up to a moment when the energy
deposited by the electron flux is able to distort the signal or destroy the device.
As the Multipactor discharge is a secondary electron resonance phenomenon, it can occur only
for certain combinations of operating conditions of the RF devices operating at low pressures.
Multipactor is frequently represented by the 2D susceptibility charts or Multipactor diagrams, 
see Figure 1.21. In the case of the two parallel plates models, the Y axis of the chart is the
amplitude of the RF wave and the X axis the product of the frequency and the gap distance
between the walls of the device (the distance of the parallel plates). In this doctoral thesis, the
MEST software was used to obtain the susceptibility charts of different materials. This software
was previously developed as a task in an ESA project where ICMM-CSIC participated [184]. 
The main inputs of the software are the SEY parameters and the geometrical details of the two-
parallel plates. The amplitude of the RF wave is parameterized as the peak to peak voltage. The
susceptibility curves delimit the region where Multipactor is likely to occur or Multipactor 
region. Thus, the overall region where conditions of the system produce the electron discharge
are clearly depicted. Multipactor discharge can happen in various modes, each characterized 
by an electron transit time equal to a certain odd number of half cycles of the propagating RF
wave. It can be seen that for a fixed frequency, the Multipactor can appear at smaller gaps and
higher voltages. This is directly confronted with the development of more powerful and smaller 






         
         
 
 
       
     
  
    
          
        
     
    
 
  
     
       
          
  
Figure 1.21. Multipactor susceptibility chart. Three different materials have been simulated in MEST 
to obtain their Multipactor regions. As can be seen the lower SEY (see inset) the smaller Multipactor
region. It even completely vanishes for materials which SEY < 1.
The reduction of the SEY plays a very important role in the development of smaller and more
powerful components. This can be easily seen comparing the three SEY curves in the 
Multipactor diagram, Figure 1.21. If the walls of the devices are coated with a material with a
lower SEY, a device is able to sustain higher power outputs and the same coating can be used 
in smaller RF devices. The Multipactor discharge can be even avoided in RF filters if the SEY
of the wall coating is < 1 [125, 196]. Multiple efforts are employed in mitigating Multipactor
as can be seen for example in the triennial International Workshop MULCOPIM. Multipactor
can also arise in any other vacuum system, such as particle accelerators and synchrotrons [197].
2.6.3 Electron cloud effects
Other phenomena produced by SEE such us electron-cloud effects, ECEs, affect specifically
to large particle accelerators [198-204]. The electron cloud effect reduces the quality of the
particle beam as the electric field produced by the free electrons inside the accelerator distort 





          
       
     




        
         
  
       
  
   
     
        
  
   
       
   
       
     
      
       
      
    
       
    
        
 
     
       
way as Multipactor but instead of gaining energy by the RF signal they gain it by the interaction
with the central particle beam. The main outcome is that the vacuum quality and the beam
intensity are reduced and instabilities of the main particle beam increase. The efforts to
understand and mitigate the ECE can be seen, for example, in the international workshop
ECLOUD.
2.6.4 Hall Thrusters
SEE is also a key factor in Hall Thrusters, one of the preferred electric propulsion systems for
spacecraft in space. Currently, they are also being actively developed for their use in
micropropulsion systems for Cubesats and small satellites [205-209].
In Hall Thrusters, a quasineutral plasma of ions and electrons is confined by electric and
magnetic fields in a channel typically defined by two concentric ceramic cylinders. The anode
is located at the bottom of this channel and an electron emissive cathode outside of it. A gas
(typically Xenon) is injected through the anode and is ionized by the electrons forming the
plasma. The ions are then accelerated away from the plasma by the electric field and neutralized 
at the plume end by the electrons flowing from the cathode to the anode, Figure 1.22.
In particular, electrons in the plasma are prevented from hitting the cylindrical walls that 
contains them by the effect of the plasma sheath. The plasma sheath appears due to the plasma
having two distinctive species i.e. the ions and the electrons. As the diffusion of each species
depends on their mass and temperature, in this plasma, ions diffuse slower than electrons due
to their bigger mass and smaller energy. This produces a positive core in the middle of the 
concentric channel where electrons are attracted to as they diffuse close to the walls. Therefore,
electrons are stopped or their energy is greatly decreased before hitting the walls of the channel 
which charge negatively due to the low energy electron bombardment. The potential gradient
created by this mechanism between the plasma and the cylindrical walls is called the plasma
sheath. The plasma sheath keeps the plasma electrons confined in the channel, reducing the
electrons losses to the walls which is the main power loss mechanism in Hall Thrusters. The
plasma-wall interaction dictates the performance and lifetime of the engine. A low SEY of the
cylindrical walls is a critical factor to the performance of the Hall Thruster, as the less number
of electrons emitted from the walls the more negatively the walls will charge, sustaining a





    
        
     
    
  
 
         
       
         
      
     
     
     
     




     
    
      
therefore improved performance). Furthermore, a high number of secondary electrons injected
in the plasma from the walls will be detrimental to the thruster performance because the plasma
temperature will diminish due to the low energy of the secondary electrons [210-212]. 
However, the effect of SEE in the dynamics of Hall Thrusters are not yet completely understood
and an extensive bibliography can be found on the subject [213-223].
Figure 1.22. Diagram of the functioning of a Hall Thruster. Lateral (left) and frontal (right)
view. The electrons are drawn in red and ions in blue. Ions and electrons are confined in the
channel by the orthogonal magnetic (?⃗? ) and electric (?⃗? ) fields. Magnetic coils, anode and
external cathode are used to produce the magnetic and electric fields respectively. Due to their
smaller diffusion, the ion population is confined in a narrower volume in the center of the
channel compared to the electron population. The cylindrical walls charge negatively due to 
plasma electron bombardment, increasing the electron confinement in the channel. Good
electron confinement is important to decrease the power lost to the walls by the electron 
bombardment. Ions, once accelerated, are neutralized by the flow of electrons coming from the 
cathode.
2.6.5 Nuclear fusion
Similarly to Hall Thrusters, fusion tokamaks deal with plasma and therefore SEE raises to be
an important factor in defining the plasma sheath and global performance [224-230]. Nuclear





       
     
    
    
 
        
     
   
 
  
     
      
  
   
        
    
   
  
     
    
   
  
       
    
        
   
when the fulfillment of its promises seems closer with the ITER (Latin for ‘the way’) and the
following DEMO projects. Materials for the walls facing the plasma for the DEMO tokamak
are still being discussed and the SEE of them studied [231]. Surely, further studies and
discussions on these materials and their properties will take place the next years, as DEMO 
will not be constructed until at least 2040 [232].
Hall Thrusters and fusion are not the only plasma applications where SEE raise to be important.
It is also essential in the understanding of dusty plasmas [233-235], plasma display panels [236-
239] and emissive probes [240] to name a few other applications.
2.6.6 High Secondary Emission Yield applications
In all the applications introduced previously, high SEY materials are detrimental for the correct
performance of spacecraft, devices or facilities. However, high SEY is also required for certain
applications. For example, high SEY is desired in photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), cross field
amplifiers (CFAs) and magnetrons [31, 41, 241-244]. In PMTs, multiple dynodes (electrodes
with high SEY) are successively placed to amplify a weak input signal [20], Figure 1.23. PMTs 
can be used whenever feeble light signals need to be registered, which encompasses a wide
range of fields. Hamamatsu, one of the main companies commercializing PMTs, list between 
the current possible applications healthcare, oil drilling, radiation monitoring, high energy
experiments, microscopy and spectroscopy [245]. In CFAs and magnetrons, a cathode with 
high SEY is needed to maintain the electron population required for their operation. Magnetons
are used in radar systems, microwave ovens, food processing, product sterilization and wood 
and rubber curing. CFAs are mainly used in radar systems [244].
Some materials such as, Al2O3, KI, KBr, KCl, MgO or diamond exhibit high SEY [241, 242]
and values as high as 80 and 130 for diamond have been reported [31, 41]. These materials are
insulators with a wide bandgap and/or negative electron affinity, which confers them the high






   
  
           
   
           
 
 
   
     
        
    
         
      
  
  
       
       
        
        
  
     
      
Figure 1.23. Description of the operation of a photomultiplier tube. The incident photon interacts with
the photocathode to generate a photoelectron inside the tube. This photoelectron is accelerated towards
the first dynode where it impacts producing a high number of secondary electrons due to the SEE. These
secondary electrons are then accelerated towards the second dynode where they liberate even more 
secondary electrons. The process is subsequently repeated a number of times until the strongly
amplified signal is collected in the anode where it can be measured.
2.7 Experimental techniques
The main characterization techniques used in this doctoral thesis in the laboratory at ICMM-
CSIC are described in this section. The SEY measurements have been performed by the pulsed
and continuous methods. The EDC has been acquired by the hemispherical electron analyzer
and by the transient method proposed in Publication 2 of this thesis. These techniques focus
on the characterization of the SEE of the samples under study and therefore have been the more
relevant on the thesis.
Other characterization techniques available in the ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) system of the
laboratory are Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and X-Ray Photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS), among others. These spectroscopic techniques mainly focus on the characterization of
the surface composition and the electronic structure of the samples under study by analyzing
the energy of the emitted electrons when the samples are irradiated by x-ray (XPS) or electrons
(AES).
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is also a SEE technique that gives information on the





      
 
 
   
   
       
      
          
        
       
        
      
     
     
     
        
 
    
  
 
     
   
   
 
composition of the sample can be obtained. SEM-EDX results were obtained mainly at ICMM-
CSIC and at the SiDi of UAM.
2.7.1 SEY facility for space applications of CSIC
In the SEY facility for space applications at the Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de Madrid-
CSIC four ultra-high vacuum chambers are connected where SEY characterization, EDC
acquisition, VUV photoemission characterization, AES and XPS spectroscopy can be
performed, see Figure 1.24. The pressure in this set of chambers is always < 10-9 hPa. In the
sample introduction chamber the vacuum reaches ~10-8 hPa. The three chambers can be
completely isolated from each other by UHV gate valves and are provided with their own
pumping system. The pumping system of each chamber comprises one scroll pump and one
turbo pump. In addition, in the third chamber there is also an ionic pump. The characterization 
chambers count also with their own micrometric manipulators to place the samples on the
desired position. Both of them are four axis manipulators and one of them is a helium cryostat, 
that can provide temperatures ranging from 2 to 700 K. A magnetic linear transference rod is
used to transfer the samples from the sample introduction chamber to the desired analysis
chamber.
In the vacuum system, Kimball physics electron guns can be found which can deliver electrons
with energies from 0 to 5000 eV. An X-ray gun that delivers photons with monochromatic 
energies of 1486.6 eV (aluminum source) or 1253.6 eV (Magnesium source) is also present. A 
hemispherical electron energy analyzer (HEEA) is used to record the energy spectrum of
electrons emitted by the samples under X-ray irradiation (XPS, XAES) or electron irradiation 
(EDC, AES). An ion gun is also available which can be used to clean the surface. The residual











            
   
      
         
    
   
          
         
        
      
  
Figure 1.24. Diagram of the experimental system showing the characterization capabilities at the
Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de Madrid – CSIC.
2.7.2 SEY measurement method
Measuring the SEY requires a calibrating setup and the knowledge of two main variables, the
incident charge and the emitted charge. There are several methods to measure the SEY. 
The called sample current method measures the current from sample to ground. As can be seen
in Figure 1.25, the sample current is the difference between the incident current and the emitted 
current, therefore from Equation 1.2:
𝐼𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝐼𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝐼𝑒𝑔𝑢𝑛 + 𝐼𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝐼𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 
𝑆𝐸𝑌 = = = = 1 + (1. 45)
𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐼𝑒𝐺𝑢𝑛 𝐼𝑒𝐺𝑢𝑛 𝐼𝑒𝐺𝑢𝑛 
Where Isecondary = Iemit is the emitted current, Iincident = IeGun the incident current and Isample the
current flowing through the sample from ground. To measure the sample current, a negative
bias is sometimes used to avoid that some SE may be trapped by a local positive charge that
might develop in the surface of the sample. In this thesis the sample current method has been 






           
       
  
 
         
         
      
     
      
      
     
  
      
      
    
 
  
      
       
           
Figure 1.25. SEY measurement method. A computer software is used to control the energy of the
primary electrons and acquire the current sample (Isample). By charge conservation, Isample is the difference 
between the electron gun current (IeGun) and the emitted current (Iemit).
There are different ways to measure the gun current. One of the most extended one is the
Faraday cup, FC. The FC is a metal cup designed to trap (ideally) all charged particles that go 
into it. As any electron that enters the FC cannot escape, the total current of the electron beam 
can be characterized measuring the current in the FC.
Other method to obtain IeGun is to use a flat graphite sample. As explained in Section 2.3.5, 
most of the SEE radiation emitted by any sample has energies below 50 eV. Therefore, biasing 
a sample to +50 V ensures that all the secondary radiation but the backscattered radiation is
trapped. In the case of the graphite, it is known that the backscattered radiation is ~12% of the
total emitted radiation for a wide range of energies, Figure 1.8. Thus, measuring the sample
current to ground of a positively biased graphite sample, the current of the incident electrons
can be characterized. This method to measure the gun current has been used in this doctoral 
thesis. 
2.7.2.1 Continuous method for SEY measurement
The continuous method is a method to acquire SEY curves (SEY as a function of the energy of
the incident electrons) with a continuous beam of increasing energy. The sample current is





     
  
    
         
      
      
  
       
    
  
        
        
     
     
   
       
   
       
        
    
    
         
        
      
  
computer program that continuously sets the energy of the electron beam and acquires the
current measurement from an electrometer. 
The typical current used to measure the SEY with this method is ~ 2 nA. This means that the
current density used was 25 pA/mm2 with a total dose in the complete measurement of a SEY
curve of ~10 nC/ mm2. However, for the purpose of this thesis it was sometimes required to 
increase the incident current to ~ 20 nA, such as in the high dose measurements in Publication
1.
The continuous method used in the laboratory is a reliable method that can measure the 
complete SEY curve up to 5000 eV with an error ≤ 0.1.
2.7.2.2 Pulsed method for SEY measurement
The pulsed method used in the ICMM-CSIC facility focusses on the use of a very low electron 
dose for SEY characterization to avoid charging issues. In this method, a single pulse is 
generated for each primary energy to perform the SEY measurements. Therefore, the Equation
1.45 is now to be expressed as:
𝑄𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑄𝑒𝑔𝑢𝑛 + 𝑄𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑄𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 
𝑆𝐸𝑌 = = = 1 + (1. 46)
𝑄𝑒𝐺𝑢𝑛 𝑄𝑒𝐺𝑢𝑛 𝑄𝑒𝐺𝑢𝑛 
Where Qemit is the emitted charge, QeGun the incident charge in one pulse and Qground the charge
flowing from ground to sample.
For this measurement, a pulsed electron beam, a fast amplifier and an oscilloscope to capture
and register the pulses are required, see Figure 1.26. In the results presented in this thesis,
pulses of 180 ns were used. In addition to single pulses, train of pulses with periods of 10 µs 
were used in Publication 2 and Publication 3. The fast amplifier is set at an amplification of 
105 V/C. The pulse length used in this thesis has been mainly 180 ns. The total incident charge
per pulse under these conditions is approximately 0.5 pC, which means approximately 6
fC/mm2. The oscilloscope has four channels, records one or several pulses and saves them on






         
         
       
 
 
      
         
        
      
 
  
          
      
   
   
          
 
 
Figure 1.26. SEY pulse method. The computer is used to set the energy of the pulse electron beam. A
current amplifier is then needed to amplify the sample current (ISample) signal. The amplified signal is
finally acquired by an oscilloscope where pulses can be analyzed in-situ or exported to be treated
elsewhere.
The reduced charge makes this method adequate to measure non-conductive samples. It avoids
charging the sample and charging has been shown in Section 2.5.1 to produce a very important 
effect on the SEE properties. However, depending on the material under study, even this low
dose method can produce charging after a few measurements and the dissipation of the 
deposited charge becomes essential.
2.7.2.3 Spot Size
A spot size of 0.5 mm and 5 mm of the electron beam were used. The charge is delivered
homogeneously on all the irradiated area. The charge densities and doses given in the previous
sections are delivered when the spot size of 5 mm is used.
As part of the work performed in the thesis, the author of this thesis updated the capabilities of







        
   
   
 
           
         
    
      
   
 
   
      
  
     
    
    
     
        
         
   
   
 
  
     
      
    
        
     
  
2.7.3 EDC acquisition with the HEEA
The hemispherical electron energy analyzer, HEEA, can be used to acquire the electron energy
spectra, or energy distribution curve, of samples under continuous irradiation with a
monoenergetic primary electron beam. The current of the incident beam is ~ 10 nA and the 
samples must be grounded to avoid charging.
The HEEA can acquire the complete EDC curve from 0 eV up to the energy of the incident 
beam. However, as the current needs to be high its use is not suitable to measure electrical
insulating samples. It has been used coupled with charge dissipation techniques but not always
with satisfactory results [145, 246]. Problems might be explained by deep charging and 
radiation damage due to high doses of incident electrons as the authors themselves suggest.
2.7.4 EDC measurement by transient analysis
This method is proposed in Publication 2 and used in Publication 3 to measure EDC of 
electrical insulating materials. It expands the possibilities of measuring EDC in the positive 
charging regime (ii-1), i.e. between the first cross-over energy, E1, and E’. In this region, a
unique positive charge layer is produced by the incident radiation in the solid.
This method takes advantage on the charging transient that any electrical insulator sustains
while irradiated. If the primary energy is E1 < Ep < E’, the surface of the dielectric will charge
positively, trapping the low energetic emitted secondary electrons. Coupling the increasing
deposited charge (therefore the increasing surface potential) with the decreasing number of
emitted secondary electrons, the energy distribution curve can be obtained. See Publication 2, 
Publication 3 and the previous discussion on them for a more thorough explanation.
2.7.5 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, XPS
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a technique that permits to obtain information about 
the composition, chemical state, interfaces and electronic structure of a sample [48, 247]. It is 
based on the photoelectric effect discovered by Einstein and worth of his Nobel Prize [248].
Interestingly, Kai Siegbahn also obtained the Nobel Prize for developing XPS [249]. When a
material is irradiated by photons of enough energy, for example, soft X-rays, by the






       
        




          
           
          
   
 
       
   
  
        
  
        
    
       
        
            
  
(1. 47)𝐸𝐾 = ℎ · 𝜐 − 𝐸𝐵 − 𝜙𝑆𝑃𝐸𝐶 
Where EK is the kinetic energy of the photoelectron, h· the energy of the photon, EB the
binding energy of the atomic orbital from which the photoelectron originates and SPEC is the
work function of the spectrometer. Figure 1.27 shows a description of the photoemission 
process. 
Figure 1.27. Description of the emission process of XPS. The energy of an X-ray photon is absorbed
by an electron of a core level in the atom and it is emitted as a photoelectron with an energy equal to
the difference of the photon energy (h) and the binding energy of the electron in the atom (EB). In this
case a photoelectron from the level 2s is emitted.
Every sample has a specific atomic density with elements that have orbitals with characteristic
cross-sections and different orbital symmetry factors, also different inelastic electron mean-
free paths, which leads to specific peaks in the XPS spectra of the sample. For example, small
shifts in the binding energies of the peaks of the core levels can be measured during the
quantification of the spectra and the chemical state of the elements can be obtained.
Usually monoenergetic soft X-rays are used to irradiate the sample, typically the K lines of
Mg (1253.6 eV) and Al (1486.6 eV). These photons can travel in the solid some 1-10 µm but,
as explained in Section 2.2.5, the photoelectrons are only emitted from the most superficial 
layer of ~1 nm. Furthermore, only those originated very superficially will be emitted without






    
       
     
    
    
      
  
   
      
      
   
  
        
    
     
        
          
  
         
          
      
  
 
2.7.6 Auger electron spectroscopy
During electron irradiation of the sample other phenomena arise, such as X-ray emission or
Auger emission from the sample, as the atom relaxes from its excited state [29, 247]. Auger
electron spectroscopy, AES, analyze the auger electrons emitted from the solid. As these
electrons are emitted due to the relaxation of an excited atom, the mechanism is independent
of the initial radiation that had previously excited the atom. Auger electrons are emitted when
the solid is irradiated with either photon or electron radiation.
When an electron of the excited atom relaxes to an available lower energetic state, the energy
liberated can be released emitting a second electron (i.e. Auger electron). The energy of this 
second electron will be directly related to the energetic structure of the material and therefore
it will be characteristic of it. The conservation of energy dictates:
𝐸𝐾 = 𝐸𝐴 − 𝐸𝐵 − 𝐸𝐶 (1. 48)
Where EK is the kinetic energy of the Auger electron, EA the binding energy of the atomic 
orbital from which the electron is liberated by the primary source of radiation (i.e. the vacancy
to which the relaxed electron falls), EB the binding energy of the atomic orbital of the falling 
electron and EC the binding energy of the atomic orbital of the Auger electron, see Figure 1.28.
EA – EB is the energy available for the emission of the Auger electron and EC the required
energy emission. 
As there are more electrons involved in the process Auger spectra are more complex than XPS
spectra. A difference of Auger spectra with XPS spectra is that the kinetic energy of the emitted
electron does not depend on the energy of the source of excitation and therefore the measured







      
         
    
        
       
 
 
   
           
    
    
     
       
        
     
 
  
        
         
  
Figure 1.28. Description of the Auger emission process. The transition KL2L3 is displayed. An excited
atom with a vacancy in the orbital K level is shown. An electron from a less energetic orbital (from the
L2 level) relaxes and occupy the vacancy. The energy is liberated by the emission of an Auger electron
(from the level L3) with energy obeying the energy conservation law. The Auger spectra does not
depend on the radiation source as the energy of the incident irradiation is not involved in the possible
transitions in Auger spectroscopy.
2.7.7 Energy dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy
Energy dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy, (EDX or EDS), is usually coupled to scanning electron 
microscopy [29]. It acquires the X-Ray radiation emitted from the solid during electron
bombardment. As mentioned before, one of the relaxation mechanism of an excited ion is the 
emission of a photon, in this case, the emitted photons are X-Rays. The measurement of their
energy gives a characteristic signal in the spectra for each element. It is a powerful technique
to obtain the composition of the analyzed samples in a SEM. The energy of the photons is the 
energy difference between the binding energies of the emitted electron and the electron that 
relaxes to the vacancy:
ℎ𝜈 = 𝐸𝐴 − 𝐸𝐵 (1. 49)
Where h is the energy of the emitted photon, EA the binding energy of the extracted electron
and EB the binding energy of the core level of the relaxed electron, see Figure 1.29. Similar to 







           
       
   
 
  
           
    
  
      
     
      
      
     
   
 
  
    
    
Figure 1.29. Description of energy dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy. The transition KL3 is shown. An
excited atom with a vacancy in the K level can be seen in the figure. An electron from a less energetic
orbital (level L3 in the figure) relaxes and occupy the vacancy. 
2.7.8 Scanning electron microscopy
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a technique used to obtain images of the surface of a
sample by scanning its surface with a focused electron beam. The secondary electrons emitted 
are recorded in a detector to produce the images.
The extensive use of SEM is due to the direct interpretation of the images it produces and the
relevant information they convey. This is mainly due to the topographic contrast that allows
the visualization of the topography of the sample. Topographic contrast arises from the
properties of the SEE already discussed on Section 2.3. The dependence of the SEY on the 
angle of incidence of the beam is one of the main contributions to this contrast.
In addition to SEM, in this doctoral thesis Field Emission SEM (FE-SEM) was also used. FE-
SEM benefits from an enhanced method of producing primary electrons which enables it to 
obtain better resolution and higher signal than the standard SEM.
The interaction of the electron beam with the atoms of the sample, as explained in the previous
discussion, gives raise to two different signals: backscattered electrons and true secondary





   
        
   
       
   
     
   
    
  
  
       
    
    
  
      
 
          
      
     





2.7.8.1 Backscattered electron signal 
Due to the strong dependence of the backscattered electron yield on the atomic number, Z, this
signal is sensitive to the composition of the sample, Figure 1.6. Elements with higher atomic 
number will be seen brighter than elements with lower atomic number. This is called, 
compositional contrast. The backscattered electron signal confers information on specimen 
composition usually mixed with topography information. Topographic contrast of
backscattered electrons come from the fact that the angle at which they are emitted depends on 
the inclination of the surface, which modifies the collection efficiency of backscattered
electrons [29].
2.7.8.2 Secondary electron signal
The true secondary electron yield depends strongly on the surface inclination, Section 2.3.4. 
This effect creates the topographic contrast of the secondary electron signal. As the only
contrast, this signal is more sensitive to surface topography than the backscattered signal [29].
2.7.8.3 Charging phenomena in SEM
Charging in SEM images develops when the specimen under study is not able to dissipate all
the deposited charge by the electron beam. In SEM, charging is usually seen as bright spots or 
areas where the topographic contrast is completely overwhelmed, see Figure 1.30. Is easy to
see that charging in SEM especially affects the secondary electron signal due to the low energy
of these electrons. Several specific methods exist to mitigate or eliminate charging in SEM, 
such as metallization: coating the samples by a thin (~ 5 nm) layer of a conduction material
(for example gold, chromium or carbon) or work with low vacuum (ESEM) [29, 159].
In this doctoral thesis, charging in SEM experiments was employed to demonstrate that






         
       
         




      
   
 
   
      
       
    
  
 
Figure 1.30. SEM image of a metal/dielectric sample obtained in a FE-SEM. Flat conductor areas can
be seen of an almost homogenous gray, where small ridges can be appreciated. Insulator areas can be
seen as bright shapes surrounded by black areas. These bright shapes, rapidly oscillate under continuous
visualization in the SEM. The topographical information of the dielectric domains has been distorted
by the effect of charging.
2.8 Software
Different software was used to support the investigation presented in this thesis. The most
relevant software used in this doctoral thesis will be introduced below.
2.8.1 Wolfram Mathematica
Wolfram Mathematica [250] is a modern technical computing system based on the Wolfram
Language used in many scientific fields. It was used in Publication 1 to compute electric fields 
and then simulate trajectories of electrons in them. It was also used to treat and analyze the





   
        
     
   
          
    
 
  
      
       
      
   
     




    
       
   
      
 
  





Comsol Multiphysics [251] is a general-purpose simulation software for modeling designs, 
devices and processes in all fields of engineering, manufacturing and scientific research. In
Publication 2, simulations in Comsol were compared to measurements obtained in the
laboratory. It was also used in Publication 3 for computing the voltage produced by a dielectric
surface when it has been charged with constant surface charge density.
2.8.3 LabView
LabView [252] is a development environment for a graphical programming language called 
“G” designed by National Instruments. It eases the complex task of developing graphical user
interfaces (GUI) and communications with a wide scope of laboratory equipment. Among its 
capabilities are instrument control, automation and data acquisition. The author of this thesis
spent a considerable amount of his time developing a GUI for the control and data acquisition 
of voltage sources and ammeters to electroplate aluminum with silver. However, the results 
obtained were not published and therefore not shown in this thesis.
2.8.4 Borland C++
Borland C++ [253] is a C++ integrated development environment (IDE). It was used to 
improve the functionality of the electron gun. Specifically, a new small spot mode was
implemented in the acquisition software that controls the electron gun and the electrometers. 
This mode focuses the electrons of the electron beam in a 0.1 mm radius spot.
2.8.5 CASINO
CASINO [254] is a Monte Carlo simulation of electron trajectories in solids. It can simulate
SE and X-rays emission produced by the interaction of the incident electrons. It was used to 






      
   
 
    
      
   
       
         




      
      




MEST (Multipactor Electron Simulation Tool) [184] is a software tool that simulates the
occurrence of Multipactor discharge between parallel plates. It was used to obtain the
Multipactor charts. In this software, each electron between the two plates of the system is 
modelled separately. To perform the simulation, the critical inputs are the secondary emission
yield (SEY) of the plates and the external parameters of the device and RF wave. The goal of
this software is to generate V-f·d maps or susceptibility charts of the Multipactor discharge
detected in the simulations. Materials are described in the software using the usual SEY
parameters (σmax, Emax, E1 and E2,) or a more detailed SEY model, where the total SEY is
divided into the three contributions: true secondary, backscattered or elastically reflected
electrons, along with parameters for the angle dependence.
2.8.7 Python
Python [255] is an interpreted, high-level and general-purpose programming language. In this 
doctoral thesis Python was used, for example, to develop a program that extracts and treats the 
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2 Global summary of results and discussion
In this doctoral thesis, the secondary electron emission and the charging phenomena induced
by incident electron irradiation on materials were studied. A special emphasis was given to
studying metal/dielectric composites and dielectric materials. These materials are especially
sensitive to irradiation and its effects, as they will charge locally. The study resulted in new
methods of decreasing the SEY of materials under electron irradiation and of characterizing
the electron emission properties of the irradiated materials. 
The more relevant results of this thesis are collected in the three published scientific articles: 
Publications 1, 2 and 3. These articles are presented below after a global summary of the results
discussed in them.
As mentioned before, the focus of this thesis has been to better understand the behavior of 
dielectric materials under electron irradiation. On the process of studying dielectric materials,
an unusual phenomena observed in composite materials was also analyzed and interpreted. 
These composite materials featured a surface composed of dielectric and conductor domains. 
Under electron irradiation, their SEY was extremely low compared to the materials they are
composed of. These results were published in Publication 1: “Dynamic secondary electron
emission in rough composite materials”.
Thus, the main outcome of this study was to measure the SEY of the samples and to develop a
model to explain successfully why rough conductor/dielectric composites had such a low SEY
(<0.2). This work was performed combining laboratory measurements and computer
simulations. In the laboratory, relevant composite materials were selected and their SEY curves
determined. The strong dependence of the SEY curves on the intensity of the incident electron 
beam was used to develop a charging model. Simulations were performed by solving with 
Mathematica the equations of the proposed model to analyze and confirm such charging 
processes.
The experimental SEY measurements confirmed that conductor and dielectric composite
materials could yield very low SEY. It was found that the SEY measured using the pulsed






       
      
 
   
       
      
 
  
        
  
       
    
       
  
 
       
 
     
  
    
        
     
 
measurement yielded different results for different intensities of the incident electron beam.
Therefore, a specific charging mechanism controlling the dynamic of the measurements was
proposed. SEM images were taken to confirm the different behavior of the dielectric and
conductor domains located on the surface.
Computer simulations were carried out in order to explain the observed behavior of the 
metal/dielectric composite samples. An electric field produced by the presence of dielectric
and conductor domains was calculated using Mathematica. As a first approximation the
following assumptions were performed:
i) A regular distribution of consecutive conductor and dielectric domains. 
ii) The domains are triangularly shaped prisms to account for the roughness of the surface.
iii) The charge is homogeneously distributed on the surface of the dielectric domains. 
With these three assumptions, the simulation can be reduced to a cell where symmetric
boundary conditions can be applied. In order to have an accurate electric field in the simulation 
cell, the electric field as a function of the surface charge density was previously calculated 
using 10 cells, Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1. Description of the electric field produced by a metal/dielectric sample used in the
computation. The simulation of the electrons is performed in the central cell with symmetric boundary
conditions. The electric field is computed using a total of 10 cells to avoid spurious edge effects.
Dielectric domains are shown in red and conductor domains in cyan. The electric field is produced by
the surface charge density deposited on the dielectric domains and the image charge induced in the
conductor domains, shown as inverted triangles below the surface. Charges and image charges are





          
    
    
          
      
     
        
 
       
      
         
 
      
     
        
      
     
     
    
     
      
     
 
 
       
    
      
    
   
 
         
      
The trajectory of the emitted secondary electrons was computed for a range of constant surface
charge densities. The coefficients of the number of emitted electrons, electrons captured in
dielectric domains and electrons captured in conductor domains alongside the information of
where they were generated (dielectric or conductor domains) was quantified for every selected
surface charge density. After this, simulations of the SEY measurements using the continuous
method on the different samples were carried out. At any point of the simulation, the surface
charge density in the sample was recorded in order to use the coefficients obtained in the static
simulations and the surface charge density was increased according to these coefficients.
It was found that the simulations followed the general behavior of the measurements taken in
the laboratory. Therefore, it was concluded that the proposed charging mechanism controlled 
the observed dynamic SEY curves. These results open a new way to decreasing the SEY of 
surfaces by coating materials with a composite material of the kind used in the study.
Alongside the study of the behavior of composite materials under electron irradiation, pure
dielectric materials were also studied. In particular, the charging curves of dielectric surfaces.
Charging curves are the charge emitted by the dielectric surface under irradiation as a function
of time. Studying these curves, the idea that information about the energy spectra of the emitted 
electrons (or EDC) was embedded in them arose. Such proposition is based on the fact that the
potential barrier developed over any positively charged material will act as a retarding 
potential. Therefore, the emission of secondary electrons with lower energies than the potential
barrier will be inhibited. As the surface potential grows, the number of emitted secondary
electrons decreases. Coupling these two variables the energy spectra of materials can be
obtained, Figure 2.2. This method is presented and tested in Publication 2: “Electron emission
spectra by charging analysis”.
In this publication, the method was applied and tested on several floating conductor samples:
Cu, Ag and Au foils. As the samples were ungrounded, the charging behavior of a dielectric
surface could be mimicked. Also, the EDC of conductor samples can be obtained in the 
laboratory using other techniques. Therefore, the results given by the proposed method were
compared to the spectra acquired by conventional methods. In our case, a hemispherical
electron energy analyzer (HEEA) was used. As it was shown, the spectra obtained with the 
proposed method closely matched the EDCs acquired with the HEEA.
The main outcome of Publication 2 is that the proposed method uses very low total incident





      





    
            
           




   
       
 
    
       
    
 
on the solid. This is especially relevant for dielectric materials, where implanted charges can
be difficult to dissipate and will distort the spectra measurement. The method was applied to
dielectric materials in Publication 3.
Figure 2.2. Description of the proposed method to obtain the energy spectra of secondary electrons by
the analysis of the charging curves. Panels a-c, the EDC can be seen for increasing surface potentials.
As the surface charges positively, SE with higher energy are trapped by the growing retarding potential.
Panel d, the charging curve of the material conveys the information of the number of SE emitted at
different VS.
In Publication 3: “Energy spectra of secondary electrons in dielectric materials by charging
analysis”, the method proposed in Publication 2 was applied to three different dielectric
materials. The materials selected were Kapton, Teflon and Ultem polymers, which are
extensively used in the space industry.
The main difference with the measurement on the conductors exposed in Publication 2 was 
that in the case of an irradiated dielectric sample the charge does not redistribute along the






    
 
    
      
 
   
      
  
   
  
       
        
  
 
        
            
          
   
 
     
     
      
i) As the surface is not equipotential, secondary electrons emitted from different
positions on the surface have to overcome different potential barriers.
ii) As the charge does not redistribute, the potential is directly over the irradiated
surface and secondary electrons emitted from the edge of the irradiated surface
travel with a non-zero angle respect to the normal of the potential.
To tackle this, the following was assumed: As the primary electron beam homogeneously
irradiates a circular area of known radio, the charge deposited in the sample is homogeneously
distributed on the irradiated area. To tackle i), computations were performed in Comsol 
Multiphysics to obtain the potential barriers overcame by secondary electrons emitted from 
different positions on the irradiated area. Likewise, to tackle ii) simulations were performed to 
compute the error of assuming all secondary electrons traveling through the potential at zero
angle respect to its normal. This last simplification was key to reduce the complexity of the
computation. A simulation of the electron trajectories in Comsol can be seen in Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3. Comsol simulation of secondary electrons trapped in a positively charged sample. Electrons
with 1% less energy than the potential barrier are effectively trapped by the charged material. Different
colors describe the initial position of the secondary electron at emission. The bright yellow circular area
in the center of the circular sample denotes the irradiated surface.
The use of the new method in dielectric samples demonstrates that the EDC of dielectric
samples can be obtained by irradiating the samples with low-dose electron pulses. For each 





     
  
    
  
      
    
 
   
   
      
    
    
         
  
  
dose ensures a minimal distortion of the pristine condition of the material. It avoids problems
that may arise if other methods with higher electron dose requirements are used.
The results developed in these scientific publications, show that the behavior of dielectric
materials under electron irradiation have a great potential for discovering new applications. 
It is remarkable that this charging experiments are very complex and facilities with the
capabilities needed to study them are scarce. In particular, in this work, the study of composite
materials has led to a new way of decreasing the SEY of surfaces exposed to incident electron
irradiation. The composites can be used, for example, to coat critical surfaces in
telecommunication devices to avoid Multipactor. It is equally noteworthy the new technique
developed for measuring the spectra of secondary electrons emitted by dielectric surfaces. This 
technique uses very low doses to obtain the secondary spectra and therefore the effect on the 
dielectric material is negligible. Additionally, the new technique can be applied to any material
(dielectric or not). This opens the way to quick and reliable secondary energy spectra
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Dynamic secondary electron 
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Isabel Montero
The interaction of ionizing radiation with matter is of critical importance in numerous areas of science and 
technology like space and vacuum technology and even medicine and biotechnology. Secondary electron 
emission is a consequence of electron irradiation on materials. We achieve extremely low secondary 
undocumented synergy between neighbouring metal and dielectric domains in composite samples. To 
between grounded conductors and charged dielectrics domains. The calculated trajectories of secondary 
depends on the charge accumulated in the dielectric domains. This research paves the way to design new 
materials of low secondary emission yield, addressing the technological problem not yet resolved to 
inhibit the electron avalanche in RF equipment that limit their maximum working power. 
 e eects of exposure to ionizing radiation is of great importance in dierent areas of science and technology
from space and vacuum technology to even medicine and biotechnology.  e eect of electron irradiation on
matter is the ionization of the atoms in the material.  e excited electrons travel through the material until they 
either lose their energy and are reabsorbed or arrive at the surface and are emitted as secondary electrons, SE.
Secondary electron Emission Yield (SEY) characterizes the number of electrons emitted by a material when
an electron irradiation (primary electrons) impinges on its surface. SEY, usually denoted by , is dened as the 
ratio between the total number of emitted electrons and the total number of incident electrons. As well as being
dependent on the material, SEY is a function of the energy (primary energy) and angle of incidence of the pri-
mary electron (PE) beam. SEY curves are generally plotted in terms of the PE energy for an electron beam normal 
to the surface.  e shape of SEY curves, which mainly depends on the surface.  e cross-over energies are dened
as the energies below and above E max for which   1. 
SEY is a limiting factor for many vacuum-related industries and therefore has a great economic importance.
For example, a high SEY is the main cause of the onset of an electron avalanche, called multipactor eect, in
high- power RF devices in space 1–3, as well as the electron cloud (EC) eect in large accelerators 4–6. It is also 
fundamental for other charging phenomena in satellites 7.  e multipactor eect develops when free electrons are
accelerated by the electric eld of an RF signal transmitted through an RF device, hitting its inner walls and con-
sequently emitting secondary electrons. When these secondary electrons enter into resonance with the RF signal, 
they repeatedly hit the inner walls, increasing steadily the population of electrons if   1.  is process continues 
as long as the signal is sustained, until an unavoidable electron avalanche occurs.  is electron avalanche induce 
malfunctions and permanently damage RF devices. In the case of a satellite in space, it can even cause the failure 
of the mission. 
 e resonance conditions of the multipactor discharge can oen be inhibited by an adequate design of param-
eters pertaining to the RF electromagnetic eld, but there always remain some critical regions where resonance
conditions can only be avoided by using surfaces with low secondary electron emission. For this reason, one of the 
U t a h  
) 
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main eorts for multipactor inhibition is based on reducing the SEY of surfaces prone to multipactor discharge 5,8–11. 
As the emission of secondary electrons is a surface process, only the exposed surface of the material needs to be
modied. Conceptually, the most suitable materials for space applications are those with max  1. In this case, 
the number of secondary electrons emitted is less than the number of primary electrons hitting the surface, for
all primary electron energies, so that the electron population decreases over time and the electron avalanche is
prevented. 
A more complex behaviour appears when the material exposed to electron irradiation is dielectric. Secondary
electron emission causes charge to build up on vacuum-exposed dielectric surfaces. Additionally, high-energy
PEs can penetrate the dielectric material, leading to the development of thicker charged regions.  e interaction 
between the primary or secondary electrons with the electric eld generated by the deposited charge makes the
SEY of dielectric materials tend to 1 as the accumulated charge increases. Eventually, the inbound and outbound 
charge uxes compensate each other, stabilizing the total deposited charge. For example, for   1 (i.e., primary 
energies between E 1 and E 2), some of the emitted SEs are re-attracted by the electric eld.  is eect decreases the
number of emitted electrons, decreasing the eective SEY and leading to   1 at the equilibrium surface poten-
tial. For   1 (i.e., primary energies lower than E 1 or higher than E 2), the primary electrons are slowed down by 
the electric eld due to accumulated charge until their incident energy yields   1 or until they are repelled from 
the surface 12–14.  e rst case is called positive charging regime, while the second case is called negative charging 
regime.  ese eects can cause problems with dielectric materials in vacuum exposed to electron irradiation. 
 e voltage gradients created can be large, and discharges between charged and grounded components can have 
serious consequences 15–17. 
Composite materials with tuneable properties are used in a wide range of industries 18,19. SEY measurements 
for some smooth composites have been reported in the literature 20, but none of these works describe an interac-
tion between metals and dielectric domains to decrease the electron emission. In this work we present an undocu -
mented synergy between the charging capacity of dielectric domains and the conductivity of conductor domains, 
which decreases the SEY of the coating and stabilizes SEY at lower values. In essence, the electric eld that arises 
between grounded conductors and charged dielectrics decreases the SEY, by driving SEs back to the conducting
sample. In this way, it is possible to achieve extremely low SEYs even for high primary energies 21, which is highly 
desirable for a wide range of technological applications. Other studies in the literature report low SEY of high
aspect ratio surfaces 9–11,22–24. In the present study we nd even lower SEY values for much lower aspect ratios due 
to the electric eld between the metal and dielectric domains of the coating. 
In this paper, we describe experimental measurements of SEY curves for three rough composite materials
with very dierent compositions and properties, chosen for their relevance to space RF devices. Furthermore, we 
propose a theoretical model of the composite surface that successfully describes the observed experimental SEY 
behaviour and explains how low SEYs can be achieved in practical applications. 
SEY Measurement Procedure 
In this work the SEY measurements of the samples were performed using two dierent methods. (i) In the con-
tinuous method, we irradiate the sample continuously with an electron beam and increase the energy of the PEs 
linearly with time.  e total dose delivered to the surface were 10 nC/mm 2 and 100 nC/mm 2. (ii) In the pulse 
method, the primary beam is pulsed into 170 ns pulses, with each pulse delivering ~1 fC/mm 2. In this case the 
energy also increases with time, and a single pulse is generated for each primary energy. SEY measurements were 
taken in an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) chamber with pressure 10 9 mbar.  e electron sources were a Kimball 
Physics e-guns, delivering PE energies in the range 0 to 5000 eV. 
In order to obtain the SEY of a sample the electron gun current, Q eGun, is previously calibrated.  en, the 
sample is irradiated and the current of the sample to ground, Q Ground, is measured by Keithley electrometers (con-
tinuous method) or a fast Femto amplier and a Keysight oscilloscope (pulsed method). SEY is thus computed 
as follows 
  Q /Q  1  Q /Q (1) emit eGun Ground eGun 
Sample Description 
We prepared three dierent types of rough composites with well-dierentiated conductor and dielectric domains
on the surface: (i) a dielectric epoxy resin mixed with Fe particles, which confer conductive properties on the
resin (Sample 1 ); (ii) zeolites (NaAlSiO 6-H20) coated with gold nanoparticles (Sample 2 ); and (iii) a mixture of 
dielectric polyimide thermosetting resin and aluminium particles (Sample  3) 21. 
Sample 1  was made from a powder of epoxy mixed with Fe particles.  e mixture was moulded into solid cyl-
inders of 30 mm diameter, then sliced into samples 2 mm thick. For Sample 2 , zeolite particles were deposited on 
an aluminium substrate that was totally covered by adhesive conductive graphite tape. Gold nanoparticles were
then deposited using a standard sputtering method, resulting in partial coverage by a gold layer ~2 nm thick.  e 
same procedure was used to x conductor and dielectric particles, with a size of 1 mm, in Sample 3 . 
 e surface morphology of the samples was analysed with a scanning electron microscope (SEM), as shown in 
Fig.1.  e SEM is able to qualitatively determine roughness, accumulated charge, and dierences in composition.
When the SEM is used in backscattering mode, bright areas represent elements with a bigger atomic number, Z,
because the number of backscattered electrons increases with Z.  is eect can be observed in the right image of 
the top panel of Fig. 1; the bright areas are the gold-coated domains of Sample 2  and the dark areas are uncoated 
zeolite regions.  e composition was also obtained by Energy Dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy, EDX. When SEM is
used in secondary electron mode, surface morphology is presented in grey scale, but bright areas can also be due 
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Figure 1. SEM images of Sample 1 and Sample 2. Top panel: SEM images of Sample 2. In backscattered mode 
(right, the bright areas are gold-coated domains, high Z, and the dark areas are uncoated zeolite regions. In 
secondary mode (le), the bright areas denote charging or high regions. Bottom panel: SEM image (secondary 
mode) of Sample 1.  e bright areas are epoxy resin regions charging under the electron irradiation, while the 
dark areas are conducting Fe regions. 
to charge accumulating in the sample. In the bottom panel of Fig. 1, charging is the main factor producing bright 
areas.  is operating mode lets us dierentiate the conducting and dielectric domains in the surface of Sample 1 . 
SEY Results 
Secondary emission yield measurements under electron bombardment of Samples 1 , 2 and 3, obtained by the con-
tinuous and pulsed methods, are shown in Fig. 2 and Table1.  ere is a noticeable dierence in the values of the rst 
cross-over energy, energy at which 1, measured by the pulsed and continuous methods. We name these param-
eters E 1 and E 1C respectively, where the C stands for “continuous”. As we can observe in Fig. 2, E 1C  E1 for these 
samples. Specically, for Sample 1 , E 1C increases with the dose. It is especially remarkable that SEY values lower
than 1 and close to 0.2 were measured in all samples, and even for primary energies up to about 1 keV in Sample 3 . 
Several charge relaxation mechanisms can take place in a dielectric sample, such as hopping charge transport, 
space-charge-limited conduction, and ohmic conduction 25.  e discharging process can be measured by deliv-
ering enough charge to the sample and controlling the SEY as it discharges towards the uncharged value.  e
resulting SEY decay curve is well tted by a single exponential function with a time constant for charge release, 
  100 s. 
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Figure 2. SEY measurements and model predictions. SEY as a function of the primary electron energy for 
Samples 1, 2, and 3.  e measured SEY is given in blue, the SEY given by the model is in red, and the measured 
uncharged SEY is given in black. In the top gure the SEY parameters, E 1, E max and max, are shown. 
Dynamic SEY Model 
To describe the SEY behaviour of the rough metal/dielectric coatings, we present here a unique model where the 
conductor and dielectric domains have the shape of innitely long triangular prisms.  e dielectric and conduc-
tor domains are arranged alternatively and in parallel on the sample plane of the sample substrate.  is way the 
coating has a triangular prole that simulates the roughness of the samples.  e model allows to easily change the
roughness by using dierent prism shapes to represent the dierent domains. We chose an aspect ratio of 0.5 as a 
simple way of representing the general quality of surface roughness, and to avoid complexity. 
 e electric eld is computed assuming that charge only accumulates on the surfaces of the dielectric domains.
 e image charge method is used to account for the grounded conductor domains. For simplicity, we use a 
nearest-neighbour approximation, where only the single conductor domain nearest to a given dielectric domain 
contributes to the mirror image charge. Under these assumptions, the source distribution is approximated as a set
of innitely long, uniformly charged strips placed on the external surfaces of the dielectric domains and their
corresponding image charges. EStrip ( )r is the electric eld of a horizontal innite strip, Eq. ( 2), with surface 
charge density  Diel and unit width, with its center located at the origin of the coordinate system. Equation ( 3)
represents the electric eld, E r( ), obtained by adding several innite strips, with their directions and positions 
specied by the rotation and translation transformations  and 0  corresponding to the orientations and rDiel/Image 
positions of dielectric and image strips, r 0 Diel  and r0 Image. Five pairs of conductor and dielectric consecutive 
domains were used in the computation. 
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1·10 6 (pulsed) 40.3 40.3 2.16 2.16 263.5 263.5 
10 101.9 80.0 1.57 1.57 276.2 256.0 
100 144.0 141.3 1.51 1.57 276.2 259.0 
Sample 2 
1·10 6 (pulsed) 88.6 88.6 1.49 1.49 601.0 601.0 
10 318.7 322.9 1.51 1.48 871.4 666.0 
Sample 3 
1·10 6 (pulsed) 140.0 140.0 1.42 1.42 601.0 601.0 
10 (a) (a) 0.52 0.11 803.1 918.5 
Constituents (b) E1 (eV) max Emax (eV) 
Sample 1 
Fe 17.8 3.00 260.0 
Epoxy 30.1 3.05 263.6 
Sample 2 
Au 20.4 2.50 425.0 
Zeolite 132.0 1.70 702.8 
Sample 3 
Al 27.0 2.50 593.0 
TMM 55.6 1.49 649.1 
Table 1. Dose, E 1, max and E max parameters of the samples and its constituents.  e pulsed measurements 
are given to the model as inputs; therefore, the parameters of the pulsed measurements are the same as those 
used in the model. (a) 1 for all primary energies. (b) SEY parameters of the constituents of composites for 
primary electron incidence at 45° and aer exposure to air 26,29. 
  8x   2z  2z  EStrip ( )r  Diel Log 1  2 2 , 0, 2 ArcCot  ArcCot  4 0   (1 2 )x 4z  1 2x  1 2x  (2) 
E r   0 E ( )r  0 E r ( )   rDiel  Strip  rImage  Strip( )  0 0{rDiel , } {rImage, } (3) 
As the charged strips have innite length, the electric eld is independent of the depth coordinate and the 
problem simplies to two dimensions (see Fig. 3). However, simulating the SEY in 2D ignores any secondary
electrons leaving the surface with a velocity component parallel to the prism axis.  e electric eld will have a
bigger inuence on such electrons, since they stay close to the surface longer.  us, we expect the 2D simulation 
to underestimate the inuence of surface charge on SEY. To avoid edge eects due to using a nite number of
domains in the simulation, we apply periodic boundary conditions around the valley dened by the central pair of
domains.  is central area is delimited by the vertical dashed lines in Fig. 3.  e gure length scale is normalized 
to the prism width, W. During the simulation, once an outbound SE rises to a distance where the electric eld is
normal to the surface (the dashed area at the top of Fig. 3), its velocity is compared to the escape velocity, calcu-
lated as the velocity at which the electron would escape considering the acceleration at its position. If this velocity 
is higher, the electron is considered to have been emitted by the sample. Otherwise, the computation continues
until the SE fulls the escape condition or hits a dielectric or conductor surface. In principle, the latter case could 
produce more SEs. However, such second-generation or tertiary SEs are unlikely for low incident energy SEs and 
are neglected in the model.  is is further discussed below. 
It is useful to state explicitly that the electric potential of this geometry is invariant if the surface charge density
is inversely proportional to the domain size.  is relationship is made explicit in Eq. (4 ), where r r /W  and 
E E (4 0/ Diel) are the dimensionless spatial position and electric eld. 
W  DielV E dr  E d r  
4  (4)0 
As the potential only depends on W and  Diel once the geometry is set, we can compute a general potential for 
the system.  is potential is graphed in Fig. 4, where we normalize it by VS  (mean voltage along the dielectric sur -
face). Note that the shape of the external electric potential does not depend on the magnitude and sign of VS. Note 
also that, if V  , the values of V are also negative and the shape of the non-normalized function V x W y, /W) is0 ( /S 
reected around the horizontal plane ( /  ) compared to the normalized function shown in Fig. 4.V V 0S 
A periodic potential well for the outgoing SEs always develops close to the surface. For  Diel 0 (negative
charging of the dielectric), the potential wells appear over the conductor domains, as seen in the top panel of 
Fig.4. However, if  Diel 0 (positive charging of the dielectric), the potential wells are located over the dielectric 
domains. In both cases, the potential wells are separated by a distance of 2 W and the potential approaches zero as
the distance from the surface increases; see the bottom panel of Fig. 4. A s stated above, the value of the electric 
potential depends only on W and VS. For example, the potential at a vertical distance of 10 W will always be 
one-fourth of VS.  is also means that the electric potential at a certain distance from the surface for a specic 
 Diel can be controlled by adjusting the domain size of the coating. 
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Figure 3. Transversal cross-section of the coating and the external electric eld.  e spatial dimensions are 
normalized to the prism width, W (see text). Magenta (cyan) triangles represent dielectric (conductor) 
domains.  e positions of the image charges are shown as dashed black lines below the conductor domains.  e 
vertical dashed lines represent the boundaries of the central region where boundary conditions are applied, and 
the white striped area at the top is where a SE is considered eligible for emission if its velocity is high enough. 
 e light blue streamlines in the background represent the electric eld direction but not its intensity.  e 
background colours represent the dimensionless electric eld  in logarithmic scale. E   4  /   E0 Diel 
Magenta (cyan) coloured arrows represent SE trajectories generated in dielectric (conductor) domains as 
computed by the model. 
For any value of VS, the potential at the surface of the dielectric domains will peak at 2VS, due to its almost 
linear growth along the surface of the dielectric.  is relationship is shown in the inset of the bottom panel of 
Fig.4. As stated above, we use a nearest-neighbour approximation to compute the electric eld generated by the
dielectric and conductor domains.  e eect of this approximation is that the equipotential surfaces dier slightly
from the conductor surface, see inset at the bottom panel in Fig. 4. 
 e landing energy of electrons incident on the dielectric domains is the dierence between the energy gener -
ated by the e-gun and eVS. As we consider conductor domains to be grounded, the energy of incident electrons on
the conductor domains is simply the e-gun energy.  e trajectories of the primary electrons can also be modied 
by the surface charge of the sample. As can be seen in Fig. 4 (top and bottom panels), when the surface voltage is 
negative (notice that the V/VS  ratio is always positive), potential barriers and potential wells develop over the 
dielectric and conductor domains respectively. If the primary electron energy is lower than the energy barrier on 
the dielectric domains, all primary electrons impact on the conductor domains.
 e positions where SEs are generated are homogeneously distributed over the surface of the irradiated 
domains.  e outgoing directions are generated following the generally assumed angular distribution of SEs (the 
Lambert cosine distribution) 26.  e energy spectrum of the SEs is given by 
E E  ( )  ,0 4(E  ) (5) 
where 0 is a normalization factor and  is the work function/a nity of the metal/dielectric domains 27. For sim-
plicity, we used   2 eV and 4 eV for both the conductor and the dielectric domains, which means that the SE 
energy distribution peaks at ~1-5 eV.
Aer each pulse of PEs, the surface charge density accumulated on the dielectric domains changes according to 
Diel  [( Diel  1)  Diel    Cond   ] Pulse  (6) DD DC 
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Figure 4. Potential well produced by a surface charge density in the metal/dielectric composite.  e spatial 
dimensions are normalized to the prism width, W. Magenta (cyan) triangles represent dielectric (conductor) 
domains. (Top panel) Normalized external potential. A potential well appears over the conductor (dielectric) 
domains if the sign of VS  is negative (positive). (Bottom panel) Prole of the normalized potential from the top 
edge of the dielectric and conductor domains, as a function of the normalized distance over the sample.  e 
prole shape corresponds to the magenta and cyan coloured gridlines in the top panel. Note that the voltage 
vanishes quickly. Inset shows the normalized voltage prole along the surface of the domains (solid line). 
Dashed lines are the mean surface voltages for the dielectric and conductor surfaces. 
 Pulse is the charge density of the incident pulse, and Diel and Cond are the uncharged secondary emission
yields of the dielectric and conductor domains for a given primary energy. DD ( DC) is the fraction of secondary 
electrons that hit dielectric domains aer being emitted by dielectric (conductor) domains. Similarly, CD ( CC) 
is the fraction of SEs that hit conductor domains aer emerging from dielectric (conductor) domains. Finally, D 
( C) is the fraction of secondary electrons that escaped the sample from dielectric (conductor) domains.  e time 
constant, , was used to compute the charge remaining in the dielectric domains between consecutive pulses. 
The total SEY of the sample is computed as the average of D and C multiplied by the corresponding 
uncharged Diel and Cond at a given primary energy. D and C are described in Fig. 5 as a function of VS. We can 
see that both parameters exhibit a peak when the sample is uncharged.  e reason why it does not rise to one is 
that the roughness of the sample inhibits a part of the SE emission. At positive surface potentials, V 0, the S 
emission of SEs from the composite coating can be inhibited.  is is also the case for a pure dielectric surface, as 
shown in the inset of Fig. 5, where SEs are captured when positive charge accumulates in the surface. When 
V 0, SEs from conductor domains are eectively trapped, but some SEs from dielectric domains can still be S 
emitted.  is is very dierent from the pure dielectric case, where all SEs are emitted if the surface has negative
charge. For comparison, results for work functions (a nity in the case of dielectrics) 2 eV and 4 eV are shown 
in Fig. 5. We can appreciate that the width of the peak located at V 0 V  increases with the work function/a n -S 
ity, but the shape of the curve remains similar.
As can be observed in Fig. 5, the higher the positive surface voltage (or negative surface voltage), the better
the coating e ciency at capturing SEs emitted by dielectric and conductive domains.  us, by the time tertiary 
electrons could start to be important, more of them are deected toward the sample due to the accumulated
charge.  erefore, it is expected that tertiary electrons make a negligible contribution to the total emitted current.
In Fig. 6 we can observe computed trajectories of the secondary electrons emitted from both the conductor 
and dielectric domains for V 2 V  and V 2 V . In the case of V 0, the SEs emitted from the dielectric S S S 
domains (top le  panel) follow nearly linear trajectories close to the top of these domains. Due to the surface 
roughness, some SEs from the dielectric domains impact the conductor domains. Noticeably, for V 0, an S 
important fraction of SEs from the conductor domains (top right panel) return to the conducting surface.  is is 
due to the electric eld that arises in the grooves of the coating between neighbouring charged dielectric and 
grounded conductor domains.  e radius of curvature of the outgoing SE trajectories increases with their energy,
and so does their escape probability. 
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Figure 5. Fraction of emitted secondary electrons from dielectric domains D (magenta) and conductive 
domains C (cyan) as a function of the mean surface potential for two dierent work functions  2, 4 eV. 
We can see that for both dielectric and conducting domains, the width of the peak increases with the work-
function/a nity value, but the overall shape of the curve is the same. Inset: fraction of emitted electrons in a 
pure dielectric material as a function of the surface potential. 
Figure 6. Potential well and electron trajectories.  e spatial dimensions are normalized to the prism width, W 
(see text). Magenta (cyan) triangles represent dielectric (conductor) domains. Computed trajectories of 
secondary electrons emitted by the dielectric and conductor domains. For clarity, only three emission points are 
displayed.  e top row shows trajectories for the negative surface potential, V 2 V , and the bottom row S 
trajectories for the positive surface potential, V 2 V .  e energies of the SEs (from less than 1 eV to 6 eV) are S 
given by the trajectory colours. 
In Fig.6, we can also observe that the trajectories of SEs emitted from the dielectric at V 0 are similar to S 
those emitted from the conductor at V 0, and vice versa. S 
Discussion 
We perform simulations of the SEY curves for Samples 1 , 2 and 3, using both the continuous and pulsed methods.
 e simulation parameters are the SEYs of the uncharged dielectric and conductor domains Diel and Cond, the 
time constant •  of the discharging process, the size W of both dielectric and metals domains, the primary electron
ux, and the total dose. 
As described in SEY Results section, the discharging process has a time constant of ~100 s. We use a domain
size of 1 mm for Sample 3 , and 1 • m for Sample  1 and Sample 2 .  ese values correspond approximately to the 
diameters of the dielectric domains seen in SEM images (Fig. 1).  e incident electron ux for the continuous 
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method is 2 nA/cm 2 for all three samples, and the total dose is 10 nC/mm 2 for all simulations. A second meas-
urement and simulation with total dose of 100 nC/mm 2 was also performed in Sample  1.  e SEY values of the 
uncharged samples and constituents are shown in Table 1.  e results of the simulations based on this geometric 
model (red) are very similar to the experimentally measured SEY curves (blue), as seen in Fig. 2. 
 e model correctly predicts the drop in SEY at low primary energies in the three samples. As SEY  1 at 
primary energies lower than E 1, the dielectric domains charge negatively. As can be seen in Figs 5 and 6 negative 
surface potentials reduce considerably the emitted secondary electrons explaining the aforementioned drop in
the SEY. 
 is model explains why E 1 C shied towards higher energies when we used a higher incident dose in Sample 1 , 
Fig.2.  e higher the dose, the more negative charge builds up in the dielectric domains; this slows down the
PEs, so the incident energy stays in the Diel  1 domain longer. A larger surface charge also creates deeper, more 
eective potential wells, allowing the material to achieve lower SEY values.  e degree to which E 1C  diers from 
E1 depends on this interplay between the incident ux, the total dose, the dierent SEY values of the domains, and
the conductivity of the dielectric material
 e extremely low yields measured in Sample 3 , even at high primary energies, can be also reproduced by our 
model (see Fig. 2). As discussed in relation to Eq. (4 ), for a similar incident electron ux higher voltages can be 
obtained if the domain size is larger as in Sample 3  (about 1 mm). In this case, eVS  is able to follow closely the PE
energy until the end of the measurement.  us, its dielectric domains are always charging negatively, so the SEs
are e ciently trapped by potential wells and dissipated through the conductor domains. 
Dielectric breakdown is not considered in this model. Breakdown is not expected for electric elds weaker
than 10 MV/m 28. In the simulations, the maximum voltages experienced by Sample 1  and Sample  2 are ~10 V; a 
particle size of ~1 m gives a eld strength of ~10 MV/m, close to but still below the typical dielectric breakdown 
limit. Sample 3 experienced even lower electric elds, ~1 MV/m, (potentials up to 1000 V, particle size ~1 mm). 
Conclusions 
We achieved extremely low SEY values for rough metal/dielectric coatings,   0.2, even for primary electron 
energies near 1 keV. We measured SEY curves for three very dierent composite coatings with well-dierentiated 
dielectric and conductor domains. 
We proposed a unique model of secondary electron emission that explains physical experiments and give us
insight into the extremely low SEY values obtained in the experiment for metal/dielectric composite coatings. 
 e model is based on both surface roughness and the electric eld that arises between charged dielectric and
grounded conductor domains of the composite coating.  e dynamic SEY behaviour of these coatings depends
on the size of the domains, the time constant of the discharging process, the incident electron ux, and the SEY of 
the uncharged constituents of the composite.
One of the main practical outcomes of the model is that it explains that an important decrease in the SEY of
the metal/dielectric coatings can be achieved by only a small voltage dierence ( 2 V) between the dielectric and 
conductor domains.  is behaviour, along with the observed quick decay of the generated external potential,
paves the way to low-SEY composite coatings with conducting properties suitable for many critical technological 
applications. 
Data Availability 
All experimental SEY data generated during this study is included in this published article (and its Supplementary
Information les). 
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The energy spectra of electrons emitted due to electron irradiation are essential in relevant scientific and 
technological fields. While the energy spectra of conductor materials are generally acquired using hemispherical 
electron energy analyzers, technical difficulties remain in the acquisition of these spectra when dielectric ma-
terials are involved, as these materials charge due to electron irradiation. In this work, the energy spectra were 
obtained taking advantage of the unavoidable effect of charging on the energy of the secondary electrons emitted 
from non-conductive surfaces. A novel time-resolved low-dose irradiation method was applied for the first time 
to obtain the energy spectra of copper, silver, and gold samples, with the results compared with the spectra 
measured by the hemispherical energy analyzer. This new method could be promising for obtaining the energy 
spectra of dielectric materials. 
Introduction 
Secondary electron emission (SEE) is a phenomenon that occurs 
when materials are irradiated with electrons, ions, or photons of suf-
ficient energy in a vacuum. In the case of electron bombardment, the 
incident (primary) electrons lose energy by inelastic scattering inside 
the material undergoing electrons excitations. This excitation is domi-
nated by the decay of surface and volume plasmons produced by the 
incident electrons [1,2]. The kinetic energy spectrum of the emitted 
electrons or secondary electrons (SE) is generally known as the energy 
distribution curve (EDC). Fig. 1a shows the EDC of silver obtained at an 
incident or primary energy Ep = 300 eV using a hemispherical electron 
energy analyzer. The electrons emitted with energies lower than 50 eV 
(marked in red) are termed true secondary electrons (by convention) 
when the incident electrons have energies higher than 100 eV. Elec-
trons emitted with energies between 50 eV and the energy of the in-
cident electrons are called inelastically backscattered electrons (high-
lighted in blue), while the elastically backscattered electrons 
correspond to those leaving the surface with negligible energy loss 
(shown in green). 
The EDC of the secondary electrons has important technological 
applications, as these curves help predict the microwave discharge in 
devices aboard satellites, termed as the multipactor effect [3–7]. Ty-
pically, multipactor breakdown occurs in microwave components op-
erating under high-power conditions in vacuum. The ideal situation 
involves having surfaces with low-SEE to prevent multipactor dis-
charge. This can be generally achieved by roughening the surface 
⁎ Corresponding author. 
[8–13] but also, as recently shown, by using composite materials with 
conducting and isolating domains in their surfaces [14]. In the case of 
large particle accelerators, it is also fundamental to decrease the SEE of 
inner surfaces to prevent the “electron cloud” effect [15–18]. Even in 
Hall thrusters, which are becoming the dominant technology of elec-
trical propulsion in space and are being further developed to decrease 
their size and improve their efficiency, low SEE is an important feature 
that determines the performance of the thruster [19–21]. Energy 
spectra are also relevant in high secondary electron-emission materials, 
which are appropriate for example, in equipment for radiation therapy, 
industrial processing, photon detectors, and radar systems [22–24]. 
These spectra are usually obtained by irradiating a sample with elec-
trons at a fixed incident energy and using a hemispherical energy 
analyzer. However, this method is not well suited for measuring the 
EDCs of electrical insulators, as they will charge under electron bom-
bardment. Different mathematical functions have been proposed to 
describe the EDCs of true SEs [25,26]. Eq. (1) was derived by a phe-
nomenological approach [25] as follows: 
dN E= ρ0 4dE (E + ϕ) (1) 
where E is the energy of the secondary electrons, ϕ is the work function 
of the material, and ρ0 is a normalization factor. A Gaussian function 
with a logarithmic argument was proposed in [26] based on an em-
pirical approach, as defined in Eq. (2). 
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Fig. 1. Secondary electron emission (SEE) properties. Panel a, energy spectra of silver. Two peaks can be observed, with one broad peak at low energies (red) 
corresponding to the true secondary electrons (E < 50 eV) and a second narrow peak at the primary energy EP (green) corresponding to the elastically backscattered 
electrons. These two peaks are linked by a small number of inelastically backscattered electrons (blue) that populate the intermediate energies. Inset, secondary 
electrons with energies lower than the surface potential, e·VS, are trapped by the electric field after being emitted and forced back to the sample. VS acts as a retarding 
potential inhibiting the emission of the lowest energy electrons, reducing the number of SEs, and consequently decreasing the energy of the emitted secondary 
electrons. Panel b, SEY curve of silver. The main parameters used to describe the SEY curves, namely E1 (red dot) and Emax and σmax (blue dot) can be observed. E1 
and E2 (not shown on the graph) delimit the primary energies at which the sample emits more radiation than it receives, thus delimiting the primary energies in the 
positive charging regime. 
2dN ⎛ E 2⎞= ρ0exp⎜⎜⎛Ln  ⎟⎞ /2τ ⎟dE ⎝⎝ E0 ⎠ ⎠ (2) 
Here, E represents the energy of the emitted electrons, ρ0 is a normal-
ization factor, and E0 and τ are fitting parameters, with E0 being the 
energy of the SEs at which the EDC peaks. This formula might be pre-
ferable as it decouples the width of the distribution and position of the 
maximum, yielding a better fit to the experimental results [26]. 
SEE is mainly characterized by the secondary emission yield (SEY, 
denoted by σ) parameter. SEY is defined as the ratio of the number of 
secondary electrons leaving the surface per primary electron. Therefore, 
at a specific primary energy, the SEY is proportional to the integral of 
the EDC divided by the total amount of incident electron radiation. The 
SEY depends on the properties of the irradiated material, such as the 
surface roughness and aging process. It also depends on the radiation 
properties, such as the energy of the primary electrons and incident 
angle. A specific material can be generally characterized with the SEY 
as a function of the primary energy at the normal incident angle. The 
main parameters of the SEY as a function of Ep, called the SEY curve, 
are its maximum value (σmax) and energy at which it occurs (Emax) and 
the first and second crossover energies (E1 and E2) at which σ = 1. At  
these two primary energies (E1 and E2) the number of secondary elec-
trons equals the number of incident electrons. Fig. 1b shows the SEY 
curve of Ag, with σmax = 2.2, Emax = 300 eV, and E1 = 25 eV. 
In the case of electron irradiation of electrical insulators and un-
grounded metals, two charging regimes can be discerned, namely the 
positive and negative charging regimes, which mainly depend on the 
energy of the primary electrons [27,28]. (i) Positive charging regime 
(SEY > 1): In this case, more secondary electrons are emitted than the 
primary electrons arriving at the sample. This charging regime is 
bounded by the first and second crossover energies, E1 < Ep < E2. In  
this regime, the surface of the irradiated material is positively charged 
and therefore, low-energy secondary electrons are deflected back to the 
surface once emitted, particularly those with energies lower than the 
potential barrier (inset in Fig. 1a). During this process, the total number 
of emitted electrons decreases until an equilibrium is achieved when 
the number of emitted secondary electrons equals the number of pri-
mary electrons. (ii) Negative charging regime (SEY < 1): In this case, 
the surface of a dielectric or ungrounded metal will charge negatively 
as there are more electrons impinging on the material than those 
leaving it. The primary electrons are then decelerated by the negatively 
charged surface. An equilibrium will be achieved once the primary 
electrons hit the surface with an energy at which the number of sec-
ondary electrons equals the number of incident electrons (if Ep > E2) 
or when all incident electrons are deflected (if Ep < E1). 
In this work, we present a novel method to obtain the EDCs of 
materials through the analysis of SEE and the associated charging 
process under monoenergetic electron irradiation in the positive char-
ging regime. The EDCs obtained for Cu, Ag, and Au foils (Goodfellow, 
UK) were compared with the spectrums acquired using a hemispherical 
energy analyzer. The proposed method can also be used to obtain the 
EDCs of electrical insulators for which other experimental methods are 
not suitable due to charging. 
Materials and methods 
SEE measurement system 
The experimental measurements for the charging analysis, SEY, and 
secondary emission spectra were performed at the facility for space 
applications at the ICMM, CSIC. Three connected UHV (Ultra-High 
Vacuum) chambers are available to perform different electron spec-
troscopic techniques at a pressure < 10−9 mbar. The electron sources 
were electron guns (e-guns) from Kimball Physics that can yield en-
ergies ranging from 0 to 5000 eV. The e-guns were used in either a 
continuous or a pulsed mode for EDC acquisition with the hemi-
spherical energy analyzer and charging analysis, respectively. The 
pulsed mode delivers square pulses of 180 ns with a total incident 
charge per pulse, Qegun ~ 0.5 pC at a constant energy of 300 eV. The 
sample was irradiated with one train of ~1000 pulses with a period of 
~10 μs. An example of the recorded incident current as a function of 
time delivered in one pulse by the electron gun is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
The total charge was obtained by integrating each pulse individually. 
The total incident charge of the train (summation of the charge of each 
incident pulse, Qegun) was ~500 pC, while the total accumulated 
charge, Qacc < 50 pC. The duration of the charging measurement was 
only ~10 ms. The samples were mounted on a sample holder, and the 
sample current to ground was measured with an oscilloscope, which 
was previously amplified using a fast FEMTO amplifier as shown in 
Fig. 2. In these measurements, it is necessary for the sample to remain 
ungrounded. Therefore, the charge measured by the oscilloscope re-
presents the image charge of the electrons deposited on the sample by 
one pulse, Qdep. In addition, the incident charge was independently 
measured using a Faraday cup. 
Therefore, three main parameters were considered in this work: the 
incident charge per pulse, Qegun, deposited charge per pulse, Qdep, and 
accumulated charge in the sample, Qacc. The incident charge is 
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the secondary electron emission (SEE) measurement 
system. A pulse generator is used to reduce the total incident charge, while an 
amplifier and oscilloscope are used to record the fast and low sample currents. 
For dielectric and ungrounded metal samples, the sample current registered by 
the oscilloscope represents the image charge of the electrons deposited on the 
sample by each pulse. The arrows represent electron flows. Inset, incident 
electron current as a function of time delivered in one pulse by the electron gun, 
as registered by the oscilloscope with total delivered charge, Qegun ~ 0.5 pC. 
Approximately 1000 pulses are generated and registered each time a train of 
pulses is measured. 
constant, while the deposited charge corresponding to each pulse of a 
train of pulses depends on the surface potential. The accumulated 
charge can be calculated as the sum of the deposited charges of all 
acc depprevious pulses, Q = ∑ Q .pulses 
To discharge the samples between subsequent measurements, the 
samples were grounded through the system, bypassing the electrical 
insulator after each train of incident electrons. This ensured that the 
potential of the sample was always initially set to 0 V, with the Fermi 
level used as the energy reference in the presented results. 
Hemispherical energy analyzer. 
A hemispherical energy analyzer was used to measure the energy 
spectra of the secondary electrons of materials under continuous irra-
diation with a monoenergetic primary electron current of 300 eV and 
~10 nA. To avoid charging, the samples must be conductors and be 
connected to ground. 
Sample preparation 
The Cu, Ag, and Au samples were fixed to the sample holder with an 
intermediary dielectric layer using an UHV conductive double-sided 
adhesive carbon tape. A foil of Rexolite® [29] was used as a dielectric 
due to its good properties such as a negligible leakage current, relative 
permittivity of εr = 2.53, and volume resistivity of ρ > 1016 Ω·cm, 
which results in R·C > 2000 s. The Rexolite thickness was 
0.90 ± 0.05 mm and matched the area of the conductor. The sizes of 
the Cu, Ag, and Au samples were 2.5 ± 0.1, 2.5 ± 0.1, and 
2.8 ± 0.1 cm2, respectively, with thicknesses of 0.1 mm (Cu), 
0.035 mm (Ag), and 0.0125 mm (Au). Thus, for example, for a voltage 
of 10 V sustained over a 10 ms measurement interval, the leakage 
charge of Rexolite is 0.1 fC, which is < 0.001% of the total accumulated 
charge on the samples. Therefore, SEE was measured as a function of 
the accumulated charge on the conductor sample using Rexolite as a 
dielectric intermediate layer. 
Results and discussion 
Calculations 
When a material is under electron irradiation with a constant pri-
mary energy in the range of the positive charging regime, a positive 
voltage will develop on its surface. Thus, secondary electrons emitted 
with energies lower than e·VS, where VS is the surface potential, will be 
deflected back towards the surface, as shown in the inset in Fig. 1a. VS 
can be interpreted as a retarding potential, which inhibits the emission 
of the lowest energy electrons while slowing down the rest. Conse-
quently, the total emitted charge from a positively charged surface is 
smaller than that emitted in its uncharged state. This can be expressed 
by Eq. (3): 
eV ∞ eVemit ( )  emit 
s dN dN s dNQ VS = Q − ∫ dE = ∫ dE − ∫ dE0 0 dE 0 dE 0 dE (3) 
where Qemit(VS) is the emitted charge at the surface potential VS, Q0emit 
is the emitted charge at VS = 0 V, E is the kinetic energy of the sec-
ondary electrons, and dN is the number of electrons emitted as a func-
dE 
tion of their energy, i.e. the EDC. Deriving Eq. (3) with respect to VS, the 
EDC can be obtained as defined in Eq. (4). 
emit ( )  dN 1 dQ VSEDC = = −
dE e dVS (4) 
Therefore, according to Eq. (4), the EDCs can be obtained directly 
from the rate of change of the emitted charge as a function of the 
surface voltage or retarding potential. 
The emitted charge can be computed as Qemit = Qegun − Qdep, as  
indicated in Fig. 2. As Qegun (charge delivered by the electron gun) 
remains constant throughout the duration of the train of pulses, the 
derivative in Eq. (4) therefore only depends on the experimentally 
obtained Qdep, as  defined in Eq. (5). 
emit dep dQ VS dQ ( )VS( ) = 
dVS dVS (5) 
The surface voltage of the sample, VS, depends on the accumulated 
acc depcharge, which can be computed as Q = ∑ Q . The depositedpulses 
charge on the floating conductor sample distributes all over its surface 
to maintain an equipotential surface. This distribution depends on both 
the sizes of the sample and holder and their relative positions. As the 
relationship between the accumulated charge in a conductor and the 
associated surface voltage is not straightforward, a method to derive 
this relationship was devised. The experimental results of the mea-
surement system were verified with the simulations performed in 
COMSOL Multiphysics 5.3a® [30]. 
Fig. 3a shows the charge deposited on the Ag sample by each 
electron pulse, Qdep (blue line), along with the total accumulated 
charge, Qacc (red line), as a function of the irradiation time. The char-
ging curve Qdep(Qacc) can be subsequently obtained straightforwardly, 
as shown in Fig. 3b. 
Relationship between Qacc and VS 
The sample was charged to a known VS0 by irradiating the sample 
over a sufficient time interval (several seconds) with low primary en-
ergy electrons of 4, 8, 12, and 16 eV. As these low primary energies 
belong to the negative charging regime, a negative surface potential is 
generated in the sample up to the energy of the primary electrons (−4, 
−8, −12, and −16 V). 
After charging the sample at each of the above-mentioned negative 
voltages, the samples were irradiated with a 300 eV train of pulses, and 
the deposited charge as a function of time was recorded. From these 
measurements, the charging curves, Qdep(Qacc) can be obtained, which 
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Fig. 3. Measurements performed on the Ag sample. Panel a) Deposited charge, Qdep, by each pulse as a function of time (blue) and total accumulated charge in the 
sample, Qacc, as a function of time (red). Panel b) The charging curves Qdep (Qacc), given by the deposited charge as a function of the accumulated charge, can be 
calculated straightforwardly from a). 
0Fig. 4. Computation of the Qacc (Vs) relationship. Panel a, charging curves Qdep (Qacc) of the Ag sample for different initial surface voltages, VS . It can be seen that 
0the curves are pushed towards higher accumulated charge values at higher initial negative surface potentials, VS . Each measurement was repeated several times to 
verify the reproducibility. Panel b, displacement of the charging curves in terms of the accumulated charge as a function of the initial negative surface voltage (−4, 
−8, −12, and −16 V). A linear relationship was obtained for the Cu, Ag, and Au materials. 
are shown in Fig. 4a for each of the different initial surface potentials in 
the Ag sample. As the SEYs of Cu, Ag, and Au were greater than 1 at 
Ep = 300 eV, the initial accumulated negative charge dissipated with 
each pulse. While the voltage in the sample remained negative, the 
charge deposited by each pulse remained constant. When the initial 
accumulated charge had completely dissipated (i.e. Vs = 0), the sample 
began charging positively with a decreasing Qdep. Each measurement 
was performed several times to verify the reproducibility of the results. 
As shown in Fig. 4a, the charging curves, Qdep(Qacc), are displaced 
along the X axis (Qacc) to higher accumulated charge the higher the 
initial negative surface potential, VS0. Furthermore, it can be seen in 
Fig. 4b that a linear relationship between the accumulated charge and 
surface voltage was obtained for the copper, silver, and gold samples. 
The slopes of the linear fits were 7.4 ± 0.1 pC/V (Cu), 7.2 ± 0.2 pC/ 
V (Ag), and 7.4 ± 0.3 pC/V (Au). These linear relationships Qacc(VS) 
allowed us to obtain the Qdep(VS) charging curves of each sample. It 
should be noted that, as discussed above, only Qdep(VS) is needed to 
obtain the EDCs defined in Eq. (4). 
For comparison, the relationship between Qacc and VS was obtained 
in Comsol via a simulation of the measurement system with the charged 
ungrounded conductor samples and grounded holder and UHV 
chamber, as shown in Fig. 5. The specific potentials in the samples and 
associated charge were simulated using the electrostatic module of 
Comsol. The most important parameters determined in the Qacc(VS) 
relationship included the size of the conductor samples and thickness of 
the intermediate insulating layer (Rexolite). Considering the measure-
ment errors in both parameters, estimates could be provided for the 
simulation results. The slopes of the Qacc(VS) relationship obtained in 
the simulation were 7.2 ± 0.6 pC/V (Cu), 7.2 ± 0.6 pC/V (Ag), and 
8.0 ± 0.6 pC/V (Au), indicating a remarkably good agreement be-
tween the experimental and simulation results. 
Fig. 5. Simulations in Comsol® of the potential profile due to a sample charged 
to a specific voltage, Vs, and grounded holder and UHV chamber. The color bar 
represents the magnitude of the voltage normalized to the surface voltage. The 
Rexolite layer between the sample and holder is shown in white. This simula-
tion was performed to compute the relationship between VS and the associated 
Qacc . 
Obtaining the EDCs 
Eq. (4) can be used to obtain the EDC. However, as the first deri-
vative of the experimental charging results Qemit (VS) is very sensitive to 
noise, the EDC can be best obtained by fitting the curve Qemit (VS) to the 
integral of the phenomenological and empirical EDC functions shown in 
Eqs. (1) and (2) [25,26]. Fig. 6 shows the EDC fits of the copper, silver, 
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Fig. 6. EDCs of Cu (top panels), Ag (center panels), and Au (bottom panels) measured using both methods, namely the hemispherical energy analyzer (red) and 
charging (blue) methods. All EDCs were normalized to the range of 0–10 eV to facilitate comparison. The red dots indicate the EDC measured by the hemispherical 
energy analyzer; the red lines show the fits of this data to Eq. (1) (left panels) and Eq. (2) (right panels). The narrow area in light red represents the 0.95 confidence 
interval of the estimated values. The blue line indicates the EDC obtained by fitting the integral of Eq. (1) (left panels) and Eq. (2) (right panels) to the charging 
curves, Qdep(VS) (see main text). The area in light blue represents the 0.95 confidence interval of each fit. 
Table 1 
Parameters of the fits to Eqs. (1) and (2) corresponding to the charging method and energy analyzer measurements. The errors represent the standard errors obtained 
from the fits to the measurements. The values of the work function reported in Ref. [32] are also provided to aid comparison. 
Sample Method Eq. (1) Ref. [32] Eq. (2) 
ϕ(eV) Epeak (eV) ϕ(eV) E0 ≡ Epeak (eV) τ 
Cu Charging 5.2 ± 0.1 2.0 ± 0.1 5.4 2.3 ± 0.2 0.87 ± 0.04 
Analyzer 5.0 ± 0.1 1.8 ± 0.1 1.9 ± 0.1 0.94 ± 0.01 
Ag Charging 5.5 ± 0.1 2.1 ± 0.1 4.4 2.3 ± 0.1 0.94 ± 0.02 
Analyzer 5.7 ± 0.1 2.0 ± 0.1 2.1 ± 0.1 0.96 ± 0.01 
Au Charging 4.1 ± 0.1 1.5 ± 0.1 4.7 1.5 ± 0.1 0.98 ± 0.03 
Analyzer 3.9 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.1 0.97 ± 0.01 
and gold samples (blue lines) to the phenomenological function, Eq. (1) or kinetic energies at which emission was higher, were 2.0 ± 0.1 eV 
(left panels), and to the empirical function, Eq. (2) (right panels). The (Cu), 2.1 ± 0.1 eV (Ag), and 1.5 ± 0.1 eV (Au). For Eq. (2), these 
light blue area represents the 0.95 confidence interval. The error esti- values corresponded to the parameter E0, which was equal to 
mates were larger for Eq. (2) than for Eq. (1) owing to having more 2.3 ± 0.2 eV (Cu), 2.3 ± 0.1 eV (Ag), and 1.5 ± 0.1 eV (Au). 
parameters. For Eq. (1), the best estimates for the positions of the peaks, Furthermore, using the phenomenological derivation of Eq. (1), the 
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work function estimates corresponding to Cu, Ag, and Au were 
5.2 ± 0.1, 5.5 ± 0.1, and 4.1 ± 0.1 eV, respectively, as presented in 
Table 1. The error estimation accounted for the standard deviation of 
the fit and standard error of the slopes Qacc(VS). 
In addition, Fig. 6 shows the measurements from the hemispherical 
energy analyzer (red dots) and best curve fits to Eq. (1) (left panels, red 
lines) and Eq. (2) (right panels, red lines). The considerably narrower 
area depicted in light red represents the 0.95 confidence interval. It can 
be seen that Eq. (2) fitted the measurements from the hemispherical 
energy analyzer slightly better than Eq. (1), mainly due to the decou-
pling of the width and peak position discussed above. The best peak 
position estimates to the energy analyzer data were 1.8 ± 0.1 eV (Cu), 
2.0 ± 0.1 eV (Ag), and 1.4 ± 0.1 eV (Au) for Eq. (1), and 
1.9 ± 0.1 eV (Cu), 2.1 ± 0.1 eV (Ag), and 1.4 ± 0.1 eV (Au) for Eq. 
(2) as indicated by the E0 parameter. The best work function estimates 
given by Eq. (1) were 5.0 ± 0.1, 5.7 ± 0.1, and 3.9 ± 0.1 eV for Cu, 
Ag, and Au, respectively, as presented in Table 1. The error estimation 
considered the standard deviation of the fit. 
It can be seen that the EDCs obtained via charging analysis by both 
Eqs. (1) and (2) were very similar to the EDC data from the hemi-
spherical energy analyzer, being always compatible with their re-
spective fits to the analyzer data. In addition, it can be seen that the 
best-fit parameters of both Eqs. (1) and (2) were compatible with each 
other. This makes the results independent of the EDC equation proposed 
to fit the charging curves; however, Eq. (2) in particular achieved a 
better fit to the data acquired by the hemispherical energy analyzer. To 
compare the EDC measurements obtained by both techniques (at a 
primary energy of 300 eV), the EDCs were normalized to the range of 
0–10 eV. The SEY of each sample was also relevant. For the samples 
considered in this work, the SEYs of 2.0 ± 0.1 (Cu), 2.2 ± 0.1 (Ag), 
and 2.2 ± 0.1 (Au) showed reasonable agreement with other pub-
lished literature [31,32]. 
The EDC results obtained in this work are in good agreement with 
other published results such as in [25,32–36]. For example, our esti-
mation of the Au peak showed good agreement with that measured by 
M. S. Chung and T. E. Everhart [25] at 1.6 eV. Furthermore, Azzolini 
et al. [32] measured the peak of the copper spectra at ~2 eV for 250 eV 
incident electrons, also in agreement with our results. When comparing 
our estimated values of the work function with those reported in 
[32,35,36], we found the possible values to range from 4.3 to 5.6 eV for 
copper, from 3.1 to 4.9 eV for silver, and from 4.0 to 5.5 eV for gold. For 
example, in reference [32], the reported work function values of 5.4 eV 
(Cu), 4.4 eV (Ag), and 4.7 (Au) showed reasonable agreement with our 
predicted values. Both the work function estimates of Cu and Au were 
in agreement with the range of values reported in the above-mentioned 
literature. 
The difference between our estimates of the work function values 
and those reported in the literature could be due to the effect of using 
different conditioning methods for the sample surfaces. As SEE is a 
surface phenomenon, different exposure to air, carbon contamination, 
or even variations in the roughness of the sample surfaces might have 
resulted in different EDCs. However, remarkably good agreement was 
achieved between the EDCs from the charging method and hemi-
spherical energy analyzer for each sample. These results validate the 
EDC measurement method based on the charging analysis of the 
sample. This method can also be potentially employed to measure the 
EDCs of dielectric materials. However, in such materials, measurement 
with a hemispherical energy analyzer leads to a multitude of problems 
associated with the significant amount of charge required. Dissipation 
techniques such as flood guns and UV radiation can be employed but 
are not always entirely satisfactory [37] as only the most superficial 
charge tends to get dissipated. 
It is remarkable that this method is only applicable in the positive 
charging regime, i.e. between the crossover energies E1 and E2. In this 
positive regime, the surface voltage of the sample will be positive and 
acts as a retarding potential. The final surface voltage is also important, 
as the higher the value of VS, the more energetic electrons will be 
captured, with more information conveyed by the charging curve. 
Conclusions 
In this work, the energy spectra of the secondary electrons of metals 
and their work functions were obtained using a new method that in-
volves registering the charging curves, Qemit(VS), as the samples are 
irradiated by a controlled train of electron pulses. The proposed new 
method measured the peak positions of the EDCs at 2.2 ± 0.2, 
2.2 ± 0.1, and 1.5 ± 0.1 eV corresponding to Cu, Ag, and Au, re-
spectively. These results were compatible with the EDCs obtained by a 
hemispherical energy electron analyzer with peak positions of 
1.9 ± 0.1 eV (Cu), 2.1 ± 0.1 eV (Ag), and 1.5 ± 0.1 eV (Au). These 
results were also compatible with that reported in published literature. 
The values of the work functions obtained with the charging method 
were 5.2 ± 0.1 eV (Cu), 5.5 ± 0.1 eV (Ag), and 4.1 ± 0.1 eV (Au), 
which displayed good agreement with those obtained with the hemi-
spherical analyzer, i.e. 5.0 ± 0.1 eV (Cu), 5.7 ± 0.1 eV (Ag), and 
3.9 ± 0.1 eV (Au). 
These results establish the basis for measuring the EDCs of elec-
trically insulating materials. For these materials, the usual hemi-
spherical energy analyzer method is not adequate, as the sample tends 
to strongly charge under continuous irradiation. This results in most of 
the secondary electrons being not emitted or having modified energy. 
This even applies when charge dissipation techniques are in play, as any 
remnant potential will modify the acquired spectra. With the charging 
method, the precise control of the charging process helps discern the 
energies of the secondary electrons that cease to be emitted as the 
surface voltage increases, similar to the application of a retarding po-
tential, to obtain the EDC. 
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A B S T R A C T  
Measurement of electron energy spectra of dielectrics is a challenge due to charging issues. This article presents 
experimental results of electron energy spectra of dielectric materials under electron irradiation obtained by 
transforming the charging process into a spectroscopic tool. The technique was verified on conductive materials 
in a previous paper. This method is based on capturing the charging transient of the secondary electron emission 
current. Dielectric materials are irradiated with a single train of pulses of monoenergetic electrons. The evolution 
of the number of emitted electrons as a function of time is measured. The rate of this evolution coupled to the 
arising potential on the surface of the material conveys the energy at which the secondary electrons are emitted. 
The total incident dose used in this method is about 10 pC/mm2, in contrast to the high doses required when 
other common methods are utilized. The use of low doses ensures a minimal distortion of the pristine state of the 
dielectric material by avoiding radiation damage, deep charging, defects, aging and other electron induced 
phenomena in the insulator. This method was applied to obtain the secondary electron energy spectra of the 
Kapton, Teflon, and Ultem polymers.   
Introduction 
Secondary electron emission occurs when materials are irradiated 
with electrons, ions or photons of sufficient energy. In the case of elec-
tron irradiation, the incident electrons are usually called primary elec-
trons, PE, and the emitted electrons secondary electrons, SE. SEs are 
both electrons emitted from the solid through the interaction with the 
primary electrons (true secondary electrons) and electrons that are 
elastically and inelastically backscattered from the PE. The generation of 
the SE and the interactions that produce them inside the solids are still 
currently under study [1]. The electron energy spectrum or energy 
distribution curve (EDC) of silver irradiated with an electron beam of 
300 eV can be seen in Fig. 1a. Three distinct regions of secondary 
electrons can be distinguished in every EDC [2,3]. Elastically back-
scattered electrons (green), inelastically backscattered electrons (blue) 
and true secondary electrons (red). True secondary electrons have low 
energies and appear as an intense broad peak. By convention, true sec-
ondary electrons are considered those emitted with energies 50 eV [2]. 
The ratio between the number of SE and PE is called Secondary 
Emission Yield, SEY or . SEY mainly depends on the energy of the 
incident electrons but it also depends on the incident angle of the 
electron beam, the composition and the roughness of the sample. A high 
SEY can be undesirable since it is the main cause of unwanted phe-
nomena, such as Multipactor [4 9] and the electron cloud [10 13]. A 
low SEY is also necessary for pursuing the miniaturization and high 
performance of Hall Thrusters, which are becoming the dominant 
technology of electrical propulsion in space [14 19]. By increasing the 
roughness of a surface under certain conditions, the quantity of emitted 
SE diminishes as some of them are recaptured after emission due to the 
interaction of secondary electrons with the surface protrusions, 
decreasing the SEY [20 35]. Rough metal-dielectric composite materials 
can also achieve a strong SEY reduction as local electric fields between 
metal and dielectric domains on the surface inhibit the SE emission [36]. 
However, there are other relevant applications where high SEY mate-
rials are needed, such as in photomultipliers, detectors, industrial pro-
cessing, radar systems and equipment for radiation therapy [37 40]. 
To measure the SEY of insulator and semiconductor materials as a 
function of the primary energy, it is necessary to avoid charging, mainly 
by decreasing the dose of PE. For this purpose, a single low-dose electron 
pulse for each primary energy can be used [36,41 43]. Fig. 1b shows the 
SEY curve of a Teflon sample obtained under negligible charging con-
ditions and exposed to the environment. SEY curves can be 
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parameterized by max, which is the maximum value of the SEY, Emax, 
the energy at max, and E1 and E2, the first and second crossover en-
ergies, at which SEY  1. Three different regions can be defined 
attending to the SEY  1 value. Region (i) EP  E1 where SEY is less than 
1, therefore the number of SEs is lower than the number of PEs. Region 
(ii) E1  EP  E2 where SEY  1. In this region the maximum value of 
SEY, max, is attained. Region (iii) EP  E2 where SEY is less than 1 again. 
It should be noticed that it exists some materials where SEY  1 
throughout the primary electron energy range and consequently E1 and 
E2 cannot be defined [22,32,44]. 
Under intense electron irradiation of dielectric materials, charge 
builds up on them due to their low electrical conductivity and a 
distortion of the SEY curves and energy spectra of dielectrics can be 
observed, see Fig. 1b. The sign of the charging will be positive or 
negative attending to EP. 
Region (i): negative charge will be accumulated until the incident 
electron radiation is repelled before reaching the surface. 
Region (ii): positive charging is expected as SEY  1. A potential 
barrier, VS, arises due to the net positive deposited charge. Those SEs 
that do not have sufficient energy to overcome this barrier will return to 
the dielectric, decreasing the SEY. Accordingly, the energy of the 
emitted SE will be decreased. The surface potential will increase due to 
charging until an equilibrium is obtained where SEY  1. 
  If EP  E2 where E2 is the energy at which R  r, being R the 
penetration range of incident electrons and r the maximum escape 
depth of secondary electrons, a unique superficial charge layer, 
where SE are extracted, will be developed [45 47]. 
  If EP  E2 (or R  r), alongside the positive top layer a deep negative 
charge layer will develop where PE are implanted [47,48]. There-
fore, a dipolar-like electric field arises inside and outside the 
dielectric material that contributes to the evolution of charging and 
secondary electron emission. It is remarkable that, when R  r, the 
sign of charging can reverse as the negative charge increases to slow 
down incident electrons up to the energy E2 [45 47]. 
Region (iii): negative charge will be accumulated under sustained 
irradiation as SEY  1. A negative surface potential arises that is able to 
slow down the PE to E2 and SEY  1 is attained. 
Studies on the EDC of dielectric materials are very scarce and deal 
with high SEY dielectric materials or use DC methods [41,49,50]. This is 
due to the difficult issue of dealing with charging while acquiring 
energetic measurements. Some ways of dissipating accumulated charge 
are flood electron guns, UV radiation, low-energy ions or heating the 
samples to increase their conductivity. Most of these dissipation tech-
niques achieve a zero net charge but may not dissipate all locally 
implanted charges. Decreasing the total incident charge facilitates its 
dissipation. In addition, it is important to diminish deep charging and 
radiation damage on the sample, which could modify its electron energy 
spectra. The study of the EDC of dielectric materials is needed, for 
example, in simulations for the Multipactor effect [4 9]. 
In the present paper, the charging curves of the irradiated dielectric 
samples are used to obtain their corresponding energy spectra by 
applying a recently published low-dose method [51]. This method is 
based on the measurement of the decrease of the emission of SEs as the 
SEs are trapped by the positive potential barrier that arises in the posi-
tive charging regime E1  EP  E2 . These charging curves can be also 
used to study the charge transport and the trapping phenomena in in-
sulators [52]. The energy spectra of Kapton, Teflon and Ultem polymers 
were obtained in the present work. 
Materials and methods 
SEE measurement system 
The experimental measurements were performed in the facility of 
secondary electron emission measurements for space applications at 
Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de Madrid - CSIC. The experiment was 
carried out in an ultra-high vacuum system composed of interconnected 
UHV chambers at a pressure lower than 10 7 Pa, where several spec-
troscopic techniques, such as secondary electron emission measure-
ments (EDC, SEY), X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy (XPS) or Auger 
Electron Spectroscopy (AES), are available, see Fig. 2a [53]. Kimball 
Physics electron guns (EGL-2022 and ELG-2) were used in this experi-
ment, which are able to produce electrons with energies from 0 to 5000 
eV. In this work, the electron gun was used in its pulsed mode. 
To study the charging process and to obtain the energy spectra of the 
dielectrics, the samples were homogeneously irradiated by a train of 
1000 squared pulses of 180 ns in length, a period of ~10 s, at an 
incident energy EP  300 eV with a radius of the spot beam Rbeam  5 
mm. The incident charge (Qegun) and the primary energy were constant 
throughout the measurement. The total incident charge density of the 
train of pulses on the samples was ~10 pC/mm2 and the incident charge 
density per pulse ~10 fC/mm2. An example of the recorded incident 
Fig. 1. Secondary electron emission properties of materials. Panel a) secondary electron spectra of silver. Three distinctive regions are shown. The peaks of true 
secondary electrons, backscattered electrons and inelastically backscattered electrons are drawn in red, green and blue respectively. Inset, all secondary electrons 
emitted with less energy than the sample surface potential, VS, fall back to the surface (red shadowed region). Electrons emitted with more energy than VS overcome 
the potential barrier but have their energy reduced consequently. Panel b) SEY curve of Teflon. The parameters of the SEY curve (E1, 1) red dot and (Emax, max) blue 
dot are shown. A SEY curve measured under high incident doses is shown in green. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 2. Sketches of the experimental system and measurement method. Panel a) Sketch of the experimental system showing the characterization capabilities at the 
Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de Madrid - CSIC. Panel b) Detail of the secondary electron emission measurement system. A pulse generator is used to pulse an 
electron gun and reduce the delivered charge, Qegun. The incident charge induces a secondary electron emission charge (Qemit) from the sample. The charge deposited 
(Qdep) obeys the charge conservation laws and induces an image charge on the sample holder that is amplified by a current amplifier and registered by an oscil-
loscope. Arrows in the figure represent electron flows. Inset, a real signal of the deposited charge by one single pulse registered by the oscilloscope. 
pulses is shown in the inset of Fig. 2b where the low noise of these 
signals can be observed. 
The experimental set up measures the image charge induced by the 
charge deposited by each pulse (Qdep) in the dielectric sample. This 
signal is amplified by a fast FEMTO amplifier and acquired in a Keysight 
oscilloscope as shown in Fig. 2b. The accumulated charge (Qacc) is 
calculated as the sum of all the Qdep previously deposited, Qacc  
 
pulsesQdep. The total Q
acc ranges from ~30 pC to 300 pC, depending 
mainly on the thickness and the electron emission properties of the 
samples. Therefore, the maximum accumulated charge density on the 
solid was in the range of ~0.4 to 4 pC/mm2. 
After each measurement, the samples were allowed to discharge for 
at least 6 times the time constant of the samples, (Table 1), until the 
initial uncharged state was again achieved. Therefore, the vacuum level 
is the energy reference for all the energy measurements. To evaluate the 
repeatability of the measurements and improve the accuracy of the final 
results each sample was measured at least 5 times. 
Sample preparation 
Kapton HN (Polyimide, PI) [54], Teflon (Polytetrafluoroethylene, 
PTFE) [55] and Ultem 1000F (Polyetherimide, PEI) [56] commercial 
polymers were selected to obtain their electron energy spectra. These 
polymers have broad chemical resistance, heat resistance and high 
strength, which enables them to be widely used in applications as 
diverse as electrical, electronics, automotive, transportation, food ser-
vice, healthcare, telecommunication, aerospace and affiliated in-
dustries. In particular, they are often used in thermal and electrical 
insulation, structural support and anti-static control on spacecraft 
[7,57 59]. The most relevant electrical properties of these materials for 
this study can be seen in Table 1. For instance, the smallest discharging 
time at room temperature belongs to the Ultem, which is 5 min and the 
longest to Teflon ~2 days. Since the total acquisition time of the mea-
surement takes less than 10 ms, the discharge of the samples will be 
negligible during this time. 
Samples were prepared with dimensions ~20  20 mm and mounted 
on the sample carrier of a XYZ micrometric manipulator using UHV 
conductive double-sided adhesive carbon tape. To select the constant 
primary energy to irradiate the samples, the SEY curves of the samples 
were measured. The SEY curves indicate that the Emax of Kapton, Teflon 
and Ultem are ~250 eV, ~300 eV and ~300 eV, respectively. Then, the 
primary energy EP  300 eV is used in all experiments to fulfill the 
condition SEY  1 and E1  EP  Emax  E2 . In this way, a unique 
positive top layer of deposited charge can be considered [45 47]. Also, 
under this condition the signal to noise ratio is optimal because SEY is 
maximum. The larger the signal-to-noise ratio, the smaller the mea-
surement error. This will decrease the statistical error associated to the 
measurement results. The signal-to-noise ratio at the selected primary 
energy is 100, see inset of Fig. 2b. 
Results and discussion 
Calculations 
Several mathematical functions have been proposed to describe the 
energy spectra or energetic distribution of the true secondary electrons, 
[60,61]. Eq. (1) was derived by a phenomenological approach [60]: 
Table 1 
Dielectric properties of the Kapton, Teflon and Ultem samples [54 56,69]. 
Thickness Resistivity Relative permittivity Discharging time d 0 rA(V/pC) Dielectric breakdown Maximum attained surface voltages 
d (mm) ( cm) r R C (s) (MV/m) (V) 
1.4 1017 43 103Kapton 0.07 3.5 0.03 389 430 9 
1018 186 103Teflon 0.07 2.1 0.05 87 173 7 
1015Ultem 0.90 2.9 257 0.45 437 565 15 
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 (1)
 
where is the work function of the material, E the energy of the emitted 
electrons and 0 a normalization factor. The work function might be 
replaced straightforwardly by the electron affinity, as in insulator ma-
terials, the electron affinity is the parameter that gives the energy sep-
aration between the lowest possible state for any excited electron in the 
solid and the vacuum level. Other approach is to empirically decouple 
the position of the maximum and the width of the distribution using a 






where Q0 emit is the emitted charge at VS  0 V, is the angle between the 
SE direction and the electric field generated by charging, f( , ) a func-
tion relating to , E the energy of the secondary electrons and e the 
electron charge. It can be seen elsewhere [62] that the condition of SE 
emission is: 
∙  ∙ (4) 
The potential produced by a homogeneously charged dielectric
  
sample was studied using COMSOL Multiphysics [63], Fig. 3a. The AC/ 
DC module of COMSOL uses the finite element method to solve the  ∙ (2) 
where E is the energy of the true secondary electrons, 0 a normalization 
factor, E0 the position of the peak, and a fitting parameter. In this work, 
Eqs. (1) and (2) are used to fit the experimentally obtained energy 
spectra. 
The method used in this work to obtain the electron energy spectra of 
dielectric materials under electron irradiation is based on the fact that a 
positively charged surface will emit less electrons than the same un-
charged surface, i.e. the surface potential acts as a retarding potential, 
inset Fig. 1a. As the surface potential (VS) grows during electron irra-
diation, less electrons will be emitted attending to their energy (ESE) and 
angle of emission respect to the surface normal ( ). Eq. (3) shows 
Qemit VS   as a function of the energetic and angular distribution dN E  dE 
Maxwell equations and obtain the 3D potential for given boundary 
conditions. Fig. 3b shows the normalized surface potential profiles (VS/ 
VSC) along the normalized radial coordinate (r/Rbeam) being VSC the value 
of the surface potential at the center of the irradiated area, r the radial 
coordinate and Rbeam the radius of the irradiated area. The results 
indicate that the surface potential profile is independent on the size of 
the sample and only depends on the Rbeam/d ratio, where d is the 
thickness of the sample. It can be seen that the surface potential always 
reaches its maximum at the center of the sample, VSC, and falls to half that 
value at the boundary of the irradiated area. For the same irradiated 
area, the rate at which the surface potential decays depend on the 
thickness of the sample. For the thinner samples, the potential is almost 
constant along the surface. As the charge is homogeneously distributed 
on the surface of the thin sample, the potential is approximately constant 
along the surface; there is a broad plateau centered at the maximum 
Fig. 3. Description of the charging of a dielectric sample. The thicknesses of the samples are 70 m (Ultem, Kapton) and 900 m (Teflon). Panel a) simulation in 
COMSOL of the 3D potential of a dielectric sample of thickness 300 m, radius 1 cm and a homogenous irradiation area of radius Rbeam  5 mm. The potential is 
normalized to the maximum surface potential (potential at the center of the sample, VSC). Panel b) normalized surface potential profile of samples with different 
thickness in the range 70 900 m. Panel c) Secondary electron trajectories with 1% more energy than the potential barrier. Dielectric sample is depicted in yellow 
with the irradiated area drawn brighter. The gray plane is the plane where the dielectric sample rests. Trajectories are colored attending to their initial distance 
respect to the center of the sample. Panel d) Secondary electron trajectories with 1% less energy than the potential barrier. 
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value which only falls at the edge of the irradiated area. The equipo-
tential surfaces out of the sample are shaped as a flattened semi-sphere 
or lentil-shaped as can also be seen in Fig. 3a. 
Secondary electrons leaving the surface from the center of the irra-
diated area will always ascend the potential barrier with an angle  
0 as the potential is approximately semispherical. Therefore, following 
Eq. (4), all SE that are emitted from the center, or close to the center, 
overcome the potential barrier, independently of their angle of emission 
if their energy is over the potential barrier. On the other hand, is 
maximized for secondary electrons emitted from the edge of the irra-
diated area with a trajectory towards the center of the sample. To 
evaluate the influence of on the electron trapping, secondary electron 
trajectories have been computed in Comsol with 1% energy over and 
below the energy barrier. The result is that ~90% of the electrons with 
1% more energy than the potential barrier are emitted and 100% of the 
SE with 1% less energy are trapped. An example of these simulations is 
shown in Fig. 3c-d, where SE trajectories are displayed. As the relation 
between and is not straightforward due to the complex geometry of 
this potential, the approximation  0 for all SE is done. Therefore, an 
error of 10% is assumed in these calculations because, accordingly to the 
COMSOL simulations, 10% of electrons are trapped when we consider 
them as emitted with the  0 approximation. Furthermore, the sim-
ulations were performed assuming a cosine distribution for the SE 
angular distribution. However, for low incident energies the distribution 
of SE can be sharper [64] and therefore more SE can overcome the po-
tential barrier and the committed error when considering  0 would 
decrease. Eq. (5) shows the expression of Qemit VS  after the  
0 approximation. 
   
  (5)
Deriving Eq. (5) the EDC can be obtained, Equation (6). 
  (6)
As the emitted charge is Qemit(Vs)  Qegun Qdep(Vs) and Qegun re-
mains constant in the experiment, the derivative in Eq. (6) will only 
depend on Qdep, which is the variable that is measured, Fig. 2b. There-
fore, obtaining Qdep as a function of VS is all that is needed to obtain the 
energy spectra (EDC) of the sample. 
Relationship between Qacc and VS 
In our previous publication [51], the energy spectra were obtained 
on conductive samples. There, a method was developed to obtain the 
relationship between the surface potential and the accumulated charge, 
VS(Qacc). When a metallic sample is not electrically grounded, the 
accumulated charge is redistributed throughout its entire surface, pro-
ducing an equipotential surface, see [51]. However, in the case of 
dielectric materials, the charge will not redistribute. Since the irradiated 
area is finite, the surface will not be equipotential as the charge is 
localized. As the surface of a thin sample is almost equipotential, see 
Fig. 3b, it can be considered that in the limit d/Rbeam 0, then VS  VS 
 cte and is described by the parallel plate capacitor equation, Eq. (7). 
 (7)
where Qacc is the charge accumulated on the irradiated surface, C the 
capacitance, d the thickness of the dielectric in the capacitor, A the plate 
area, r the relative permittivity of the dielectric and 0 the vacuum 
permittivity, see Table 1. Eq. (7) was used to calculate the surface po-
tential values at the center of the sample (VSC) where A is the irradiated 
Carea and d the thickness of the sample. Fig. 4a shows a comparison of VS 
obtained by the Eq. (7) and by the COMSOL simulation (Vsim). The de-
viation between these two values is less than ~4% for the sample di-
mensions used in this study. Thus, Eq. (7) was used as a simple method 
to estimate the maximum value of the surface potential, VSC, under the 
assumption of a unique charge layer and a flat sample. 
As seen in Fig. 3b, the surface of the irradiated insulator is not 
equipotential. In this situation, secondary electrons emitted from 
different positions of the irradiated area will have to overcome different 
potential barriers. Such potential barrier will be closer to VSC the closer 
the position of emission is to the center of the irradiated area. Since the 
profile of the surface potential is known, Fig. 3b, the radial distribution 
of electrons that cease being emitted at any VSC can be computed. Fig. 4b 
Cshows this radial distribution as a function of ESE/eVS, being ESE the 
energy of the SEs. The radial distributions in Fig. 4b are normalized to 
their area. As we can observe, the shape of the curves is similar, all 
Cdistributions exhibit a peak at ESE/eVS  1. As the thickness of the 
sample increases, the intensity of the peak decreases and the full width 
at half maximum increases. It was confirmed that considering the po-
tential profile was necessary to calculate the energy spectrum in the case 
of the Ultem (with a ratio d/Rbeam  0.18). However, in the case of 
Kapton and Teflon (with a ratio d/Rbeam  0.014) the spectra can be 
obtained using just Eq. (7). 
Obtaining the energy spectra 
Fig. 5a shows the evolution of both Qdep (the deposited charge by 
each pulse) and Qacc (the accumulated charge in the surface) as a 
Fig. 4. Charging of a dielectric sample. The thicknesses of the samples are 70 m (Ultem, Kapton) and 900 m (Teflon). Panel a) divergence on the surface potential 
on the center of the sample given by the parallel plate Eq. (7) (VSC) respect to the COMSOL simulations (Vsim) as a function of the thickness of the sample (d). Panel b) 
Cenergy of the electrons (ESE) that cease being emitted at VS. The curves shown are normalized to the area. 
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Fig. 5. Measurements performed on the Kapton, Teflon and Ultem samples. Panel a) deposited charge (Qdep) by each pulse (blue) and total accumulated charge on 
the sample (Qacc, red), as a function of time. Panel b) charging curves Qdep(Qacc) for Kapton, Teflon and Ultem obtained from combining the corresponding data of 
each sample, as shown in panel a). Qdep(VSC) is shown for Kapton, Teflon and Ultem calculated by Eq. (7). For visual purposes a unique VSC axis is shown at the top of 
the figure with the proportionality constant , being equal to 1, 1.67 and 15.5, for Kapton, Teflon and Ultem, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to 
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
function of time for Kapton. In Fig. 5b the charging curves Qdep(Qacc) of 
Kapton, Teflon and Ultem are shown. The charging curves were ob-
tained from combining Qdep(t) and Qacc(t) data shown in Fig. 5a. Then,
CVS can be calculated with the Qacc values using Eq. (7), also shown in 
Fig. 5b. Finally, the energy spectra of the dielectrics are computed using 
Eq. (6), that is, dQdep(VSC)/dVSC and taking into account the radial dis-
tribution of the energies of the electrons captured at a specific VSC, shown 
in Fig. 4b. 
The energy spectra of true secondary electrons of Kapton, Teflon and 
Ultem along with the best fit curves to Eq. (1) (left panels) and Eq. (2) 
(right panels) are displayed in Fig. 6. The value of the affinity given by 
Eq. (1) for Kapton, Teflon and Ultem are shown in Table 2. These results 
can be compared to the affinity values available in the literature ob-
tained by first-principles calculations using Density Functional Theory. 
The reported affinity for Teflon is 3.75 eV and for Kapton is in the range 
of 1.4 to 4.1 eV [65 68]. 
The values of the peak position, Epeak, or the most likely energy at 
which SEs are emitted, given by the fit to Eqs. (1) and (2) for Kapton, 
Teflon and Ultem are shown in Table 2. Both models, Eqs. (1) and (2), 
gave a very similar goodness of fit for the data of Kapton. In the case of 
the energy spectra of Teflon and Ultem, the low-energy region of the 
spectra is also satisfactorily fitted by the two Eqs. (1) and (2). For higher 
energies than Epeak, Eq. (2) fits better than Eq. (1) as happened also in 
our previous measurements on conductive samples [51]. It can be seen 
that Epeak of the Teflon spectra is also best estimated by Eq. (2). The error 
estimation accounts for the standard deviation of the fits as well as the 
error committed by the approximation  0. 
The proportionality constant in Eq. (7), i.e. 1  d 0 rA, controls 
the sparseness of the experimental data. In Table 1 we can observe that it 
ranges from 0.03 to 0.45 V/pC, meaning that for each picocoulomb that 
is deposited on the surface of the sample, the potential barrier increases 
that many volts. Therefore, the ideal situation is maintaining this 
parameter as low as possible to facilitate the measurement of the energy 
spectra in small step increments of VS. This can be done by reducing the 
total incident dose, decreasing the thickness of the sample or increasing 
the irradiated area. 
In Fig. 6, we can also observe that the most energetic true SEs are 
emitted from Ultem. According to the results of the best fit of Eq. (2) to 
the energy spectra, 50% of them have less than 8.7 eV, 90% less than 
25.4 eV and the most probable emission energy at 4.3 eV. Teflon have 
50% of SEs with less than 3.2 eV, 90% with less than 6.9 eV and the most 
probable energy at 2.3 eV. Finally, Kapton has 50% of SEs with less 
energy than 5.4 eV, 90% with less than 18.9 eV and the most probable 
energy of emission at 1.9 eV. See Table 3. 
A major strength of this experimental method to measure electron 
energy spectra resides in the low dose of incident radiation that is 
needed for its measurement. The thicker the sample, the less charge is 
needed to obtain the spectra, see Eq. (7) where VSC is directly propor-
tional to the thickness of the sample. In contrast, under the same inci-
dent radiation the best resolution in energy is obtained for thin samples. 
The small dose coupled with the fact that a complete measurement is 
obtained without intermediate charge dissipation steps makes it a robust 
method. The average electric field inside the dielectric will depend on 
the total accumulated charge and the thickness of the sample. Since the 
SE energy spectra of Kapton, Teflon and Ultem samples are obtained 
with a total deposited charge of 300 pC, 140 pC and 34 pC, the corre-
sponding VS are 9 V, 7 V and 16 V, then the average electric field inside 
the dielectrics are 0.1 MV/m, 0.1 MV/m and 0.02 MV/m, respectively. 
This electric field is extremely low to produce the dielectric breakdown 
as the dielectric strength for these materials is ~400 MV/m (Kapton), 
~100 MV/m (Teflon) and ~500 MV/m (Ultem) [69], see Table 1. 
Conclusions 
The electron energy spectra of Kapton, Teflon and Ultem polymers 
under electron irradiation were obtained by making use of the surface 
potential arising in the sample as a retarding field. The measurement of 
the charging curve Qdep(VS) of an initially uncharged dielectric material 
conveys the energy spectra of true secondary electrons. It was found that 
the peak position of the distributions is 1.9  0.1 eV for Kapton, 2.3  
0.1 eV for Teflon and 4.3  0.2 eV for Ultem. In general, the empirical 
Eq. (2) fits the energy spectrum better than the phenomenological Eq. 
(1), but the difference was mostly seen at energies well above the peak of 
the distribution. Nevertheless, it is remarkable that Eq. (1) with only 1 
parameter and physical meaning for it was able to fit the data remark-
ably well. This method also avoids problems that can arise due to the 
required higher electron doses in other spectroscopic techniques, such as 
radiation damage, deep charging, defects, aging and other electron 
induced phenomena. The low dose used in this work, 10 pC/mm2, 
produces a minimal distortion of the original state of the material 
leading to a clean measurement of the energy spectra of secondary 
electrons. 
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Fig. 6. EDCs of Kapton (top panels), Teflon (center panels) and Ultem (bottom panels) measured by the charging method. Red dots are the smoothed data obtained 
Cfrom the derivative of the charging curves Qdep(VSC), Eq. (6), and the distribution of electrons captured at a specific VS. The data is shown alongside its error bands, 
calculated from the dispersion of the data. The best fit to the data (black line) of Eq. (1) (left panels) and Eq. (2) (right panels) is shown. The best fit parameters are 
shown in Table 2. 
Table 2 Table 3 
Best fit parameters of the energy spectra of true secondary electrons to Equations Secondary electron energy (ESE). Energy at which 50% and 90% of the total 
(1) and (2) for Kapton, Teflon and Ultem irradiated at 300 eV PE. The estimated population of emitted electrons fulfills ESE  E (where ESE is the secondary 
error represents the standard errors obtained from the fits to the data and the electron energy) according to Equation (2). 
approximation  0. E @ 50% (eV) E @ 90% (eV) 
Equation (1) Equation (2) Kapton 5.4 18.9 
Electron Affinity (eV) Epeak (eV) Epeak (eV) Teflon 3.2 6.9 
Ultem 8.7 25.4 
Kapton 5.8  0.6 1.9  0.2 1.9  0.2 0.95  0. 10 
Teflon 4.1  0.4 1.4  0.2 2.3  0.3 0.49  0.05 
Ultem 9.2  0.9 3.1  0.3 4.3  0.5 0.84  0.08 
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4 Conclusions 
The main results of this thesis can be found below:
Research on a new way to decrease the SEY of surfaces.
 Composite materials with very low SEY have been investigated in the laboratory.
 A hypothesis of the process that renders low SEY to composite surfaces has been
proposed.
 Computer simulations have been performed to proof the hypothesis of the model 
and also physical insight has been extracted.
 The charging process is dependent on several factors:
o Size of the metal/dielectric domains. The bigger the domains the higher
the surface voltage that is achieved for a constant incident electron flux.
o Incident electron flux. The higher the electron flux, the higher the achieved 
surface voltage.
o Time constant of the discharging process. If the time constant is low, the
charge easily dissipates and the surface voltage reaches lower values.
 Surfaces with SEY lower than 0.2 up to incident energies around 1 keV were
characterized. It was shown that this was directly produced by the synergistic 
effect between the charging of the dielectric domains and the surface roughness.
 The potential difference between conductor and dielectric domains needed to 
considerably decrease the SEY is smaller than 2 V.
 The potential quickly vanishes over the surface and therefore do not produce any
effect outside the closer volume of space over the surface.
 Conductive composite materials with dielectric and conductor domains can be
designed. These would be suitable to coat surfaces to avoid the Multipactor effect.
New technique to measure the electron energy spectra of dielectric materials
 The charging process of flat dielectric samples was studied.
 It was proposed that the charging process conveys information of the energetic






   
 
      
    
       
 
     
     
 
      
     
  
    
  
       
 
       
   
   
    
     
  
    
     
 
  
potential barrier will grow over the surface. The emitted secondary electrons will 
have to overcome this potential barrier, with electrons with not enough energy
falling back to the surface.
 This hypothesis was first put into practice in floating conductor samples. Energy
spectra of conductor samples can be obtained using a Hemispherical Electron 
Energy Analyzer (HEEA). Therefore, the energy spectra of the samples measured
by the proposed method was contrasted with the HEEA measurement.
 The method takes into account that the surface voltage in conductors is
homogeneous in all the surface therefore, all the secondary electrons have to 
overcome the same potential barrier.
 The proposed method was able to measure the energy of the true secondary
electrons (those emitted with lower energies) which contribute to most of the
secondary electron population.
 The proposed method accurately measures the lowest peak of the secondary
spectra and the FWHM of the distribution.
 The method was then applied to dielectric samples whose energy spectra is not
easy to obtain by other methods. The dielectric samples were Kapton, Teflon and 
Ultem.
 The method takes into account that, the deposited charge on a dielectric surface is
homogeneously distributed as a consequence of a homogeneous beam. However,
as the surface is not equipotential, the secondary electrons have to overcome 
different potential barriers depending on the position from where they are emitted. 
This fact is taken into account and the energy analysis is performed similarly to
the conductor materials.
 In addition, the position of the peak of the spectra of true secondary electrons was 









   
   
   
               
 
     
  
   
  
        
 
         
   
         
           
 
        
            
 
 
     
 
            
 
   
   
 
 
5 C o n cl usi o n es 
L os pri n ci p al es r es ult a d o s d e est a t esis s e e n u m er a n a c o nti n u a c i ó n:
I n v esti g a ci ó n s obr e u n a n u e v a f or m a d e dis mi n uir l a S E Y d e s u p erfi ci es. 
 S e h a n i n v esti g a d o e n el l a b or at ori o m at eri al es c o m p u est os c o n S E Y m u y b aj o. 
 S e h a pr o p u est o  u n a hi p ót esis  d el  pr o c es o  q u e c o nfi er a u n a S E Y  b aj a a l as 
s u p erfi ci es c o m p u est as. 
 S e h a n  r e ali z a d o  si m ul a ci o n es  p or  or d e n a d or  p ar a c o m pr o b ar l a hi p ót esis  d el 
m o d el o pr o p u est o y s e h a e x tr aí d o m ás i nf or m a ci ón d el pr o c es o .
 El pr o c es o d e c ar g a d e p e n d e d e v ari os f a ct or es: 
o T a m a ñ o d e l os  d o mi ni os  m et al/ di el é ctri c o.  C u a nt o  m a y or es  s o n  l os 
d o mi ni os, m a y or es el p ot e n ci al s u p erfi ci al q u e s e o bti e n e p ar a u n fl uj o d e 
el e ctr o n es i n ci d e nt e c o nst a nt e. 
o Fl uj o  d e el e ctr o n es  i n ci d e nt e.  C u a nt o  m a y or  s e a el fl uj o  d e el e ctr o n es, 
m a y or s er á el p ot e n ci al s u p erfi ci al al c a n z a d o. 
o C o nst a nt e d e ti e m p o d el pr o c es o d e d es c ar g a. Si l a c o nst a nt e d e ti e m p o es 
b aj a, l a c ar g a s e disi p a f á cil m e nt e y el p ot e n ci al s u p erfi ci al al c a n z a v al or es 
m ás b aj os. 
 S e c ar a ct eri z ar o n s u p erfi ci es c o n S E Y i nf eri or a 0. 2 h ast a e n er gí as i n ci d e nt es d e 
alr e d e d or d e 1 k e V. S e d e m ost r ó q u e est o s e pr o d uj o dir e ct a m e nt e p or el ef e ct o 
si n ér gi c o e ntr e l a c ar g a a c u m ul a d a e n l os d o mi ni o s di el é ctri c os y l a r u g osi d a d d e 
l a s u p erfi ci e.
 L a dif er e n ci a d e p ot e n ci al e ntr e l os d o mi ni os c o n d u ct or  y di el é ctri c o n e c es ari o 
p ar a dis mi n uir c o nsi d er a bl e m e nt e el S E Y es m e n or q u e 2 V. 
 El p ot e n ci al d e cr e c e r á pi d a m e nt e s o br e l a s u p erfi ci e  y p or l o  t a nt o n o pr o d u c e 
ni n g ú n e fe ct o f u er a d el v ol u m e n m ás c er c a n o d el es p a ci o s o br e l a s u p erfi ci e. 
 P u e d e n dis e ñ a rs e m at eri al es c o m p u est os c o n d u ct or es c o n d o mi ni os di el é ctri c os y 
c o n d u ct or es. Est os s erí a n a d e c u a d os p ar a r e v estir s u p erfi ci es c o n el o bj eti v o d e 
e vit ar el ef e ct o M ulti p a ct or. 




              
   
        
          
       
     
 
      
        
      
      
 
   
      
 
          




     
  
 
             
            
 
   
        
   




N u e v a t é c ni c a p ar a m e dir l os es p e ctr os d e e n er gí a d e el e ctr o n es d e m at eri al es di el é ctri c os 
 S e est u di ó e l pr o c es o d e c ar g a d e m u estr as di el é ctri c as pl a n as.
 S e pr o p us o  q u e el  pr o c es o  d e c ar g a tr a ns mit e  i nf or m a c i ó n d e l a  n at ur al e z a 
e n er g éti c a d e l os el e ctr o n es e miti d os. A m e di d a q u e l a s u p erfi ci e di el é ctri c a s e 
c ar g a  p ositi v a m e nt e,  u n a b arr er a  p ot e n ci al  cr e c e s o br e l a  s u p erfi ci e.  L os 
el e ctr o n es s e c u n d ari os e miti d os t e n dr á n q u e s u p er ar est a b arr er a d e p ot e n ci al y 
l os el e ctr o n es si n s ufi ci e nt e e n er gí a s o n atr aí d os d e n u e v o a l a s u p erfi ci e .
 Est a hi p ót esis s e p us o pri m er o e n pr á cti c a e n m u estr as d e c o n d u ct or es fl ot a nt es. 
L os  es p e ctr os  d e e n er gí a d e  l as  m u estr as  d e c o n d u ct or es  s e p u e d e n  o bt e n er 
utili z a n d o u n a n ali z a d or d e e n e r gí a d e el e ctr o n es h e mi sf éri c os . D e est a m a n er a , 
l os  es p e ctr os  d e e n er gí a d e  l as  m u estr as  m e di d a s  p or  el  m ét o d o  pr o p u e st o  s e
c o ntr ast ar o n c o n l a m e di c i ó n d el a n ali z a d or .
 E l  m ét o d o  ti e n e  e n  c u e nt a  q u e  el  p ot e n ci al s u p erfi ci al  e n  l os  c o n d u ct or es  es 
h o m o g é n e o e n t o d a  l a s u p erfi ci e , p or  l o  q u e t o d os  l os  el e ctr o n es  s e c u n d ari os 
ti e n e n q u e s u p er ar l a mi s m a b arr er a d e p ot e n ci al.
 El m ét o d o pr o p u est o f u e c a p a z d e m e dir l a e n er gí a d e l os v er d a d er os el e ctr o n es 
s e c u n d ari os  (l os  e miti d os  c o n  e n er gí as  m ás  b aj a s)  q u e  c o ntri b u y e n  a l a  m a y or 
p art e d e l a p o bl a c i ó n d e el e ctr o n es s e c u n d ari os. 
 El  m ét o d o  pr o p u est o  mi d e  c o n  pr e cisi ó n el  pi c o  m ás  b aj o  d e l os  es p e ctr os 
s e c u n d ari os y el F W H M d e l a distri b u c i ó n.
 El m ét o d o s e a pli c ó e nt o n c es a m u estr as di el é ctri c as c u y os es p e ctr os d e e n er gí a 
n o  s o n  f á cil e s  d e  o bt e n er  p or  otr os  m ét o d os. L a s  m u estr as  di el é ctri c as  f u er o n 
K a pt o n, T efl o n y Ult e m. 
 El m ét o d o ti e n e e n c u e nt a q u e, l a c ar g a d e p osit a d a s o br e u n a s u p erfi ci e di el é ctri c a 
s e distri b u y e d e m a n er a h o m o g é n e a c o m o c o ns e c u e n ci a d e u n h a z h o m o g é n e o. 
Si n e m b ar g o, c o m o l a s u p erfi ci e n o es e q ui p ot e n ci al, l os el e ctr o n es s e c u n d ari os 
d e b e n s u p er ar dif er e nt es b arr er as d e p ot e n ci al d e p e n di e n d o d e l a p osi c i ó n d es d e 
d o n d e s e e mit e n. Est e h e c h o es t e ni d o e n c u e nt a y el a n áli sis e n er g éti c o s e r e ali z a 
c o m o p ar a el c as o d e m at eri al es c o n d u ct or es. 
 A d e m ás,  s e  d et e r mi n ó l a  p osi ci ó n d el  pi c o  d e l os  es p e ctr os  d e el e ctr o n es 
s e c u n d ari os v er d a d er os, si e n d o 1. 9 ± 0. 1 e V p ar a K a pt o n, 2. 3 ± 0. 1 e V p ar a T efl o n 
y 4. 3 ± 0. 2 e V p ar a Ult e m. 
1 2 6 
